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Panzer Upgrades to 
Displace Athletes and 
Phys. Ed. Program
Jackie Zygadlo 
Assistant News Editor
“I don’t  know where we’re 
going,” said Jeff Roberts, a fresh­
man Lacrosse player, when asked 
what the future of athletes will 
be when Panzer Gym closes after 
spring break begins on March 17.
It is not expected to reopen for 
the next 10-12 months, according 
to Holly Gera, director of intercol­
legiate athletics.
According to the virtual cam­
pus map, Panzer was dedicated in 
1958 to meet the needs of approxi­
mately 2,000 students.
It contains six gyms, a weight 
room, a swimming pool, a fitness 
center and faculty offices.
There are 450 student athletes 
and 600 physical education majors 
who use Panzer.
The closing of Panzer will leave 
athletes and physical education 
majors without a place to hold 
classes and practice.
“While Panzer is closed, those 
activities requiring gymnasium 
space will be held at the Student 
Recreation Center,” said Gera. 
Athletes are expected to continue 
playing and practicing on the out­
door fields. '
“Not having the building will 
present some challenges. Coaches 
and student athletes will have to 
be somewhat flexible and creative 
in their approach to training. It
has been my experience that the 
promise of new and better facilities 
becomes the focus, rather than the 
reality of being inconvenienced for 
a year,” said Gera.
As a 50-year-old structure on 
campus, Panzer Gym is bound to 
require some work, which is some­
thing those who’ve utilized it have 
noticed.
“The equipment in the weight 
room is ancient and needs to be 
replaced. As long as the Center 
is open by then, it’ll be fine,” said 
Maria Corvo, a freshman physical 
education major.
“We actually thought that the 
Recreation Center would be open 
a semester before Panzer closed,” 
said Gera. It is currently expected 
to open in March.
“It’ll be good when it’s finished,” 
said Brian Cooper, a freshman 
on the swim team, in regard to 
the future look of Panzer. He said 
the same for the soon-to-open Rec. 
Center.
“It really needs the work, but if 
the Rec. Center was any indication 
of how long things take to get done 
here, I have a feeling this will take 
a lot longer than it is anticipated to 
be completed,” said Blaise Lacca, a 
freshman on the swim team.
The Rec. Center will offer stu­
dents and athletes practice and 
teaching spaces, while athletes
Continued 6n Page 5
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Student athletes and physical education majors wilj be based 
elsewhere when Panzer closes for renovations in March.
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the Montdairfest appropriation bill for $109,000 passed unanimously at the SGA meeting on Wednesday, a 
markedly different response to last year's request for funding.
Shayna Jacobs 
News Editor
A year ago, the Montdairfest 
tradition was in danger of extinc­
tion, as the Student Government 
Association tossed around the idea 
that its draw wàs too small to con­
tinue with it.
A trend of consecutive show- 
day rainouts displaced the perfor­
mances and capped the number of 
admitted crowd members.
This had some SGA legisla­
tors and officials skeptical that 
the event could succeed the way 
it had in previous years with such 
known rock and hip-hop artists
as The Bouncing Souls, Jadakiss, 
Goldfinger and Fat Joe.
“Honestly, just for the students, 
I think it would be a good idea 
to give it one last chance,” said 
former President Pro Tempore 
Jeremy Slagle during debate on 
Montdairfest on Feb. 21,2007.
But Wednesday, the SGA, in a 
unanimous vote, passed what is 
one of the largest Montdairfest 
budgets since its 2001 inaugural 
show.
It is a roughly $50,000 increase 
from the festival’s 2007 budget.
Through financial co-sponsor- 
ships with the SGA and campus 
radio station WMSC, Class One
Concerts (C1C) will have over 
$109,000 to organize this year’s 
show on Saturday, April 26. C1C, 
a Class One organization of the 
SGA, has a $74,000 budget this 
year.
“We gave it our best shot last 
year, but it definitely could have 
turned out amazing,” said Will 
Senedzuk, C1C president. “We. are 
ready and willing to take on more. 
This year, everyone’s more experi­
enced.”
Brand New is one of the acts 
considered to headline the rock 
portion of this year’s show, and
Continued on Page 4
14 SGA Budgets Frozen 
Since First Week of 1^1
s l
Kristie Cattafi 
Assistant News Editor
At the beginning nl the «pi mu 
semester. 14 Student Government 
Association organizations had 
their budgets frozen due to miss­
ing minute submissions through­
out tht fall «-emester. and three 
organizations had a portion of their 
funding taken away.
SGA Treasurer Melissa Revesz 
sent out a letter notifying SGA’s 
Executive Board, President Pro 
Tempore, Attorney General, Chair 
of Appropriations and the Director 
of Class II and n i  Organizations, 
listing the occurrences, penalties
OPINION R #
.and organization names.
Too mndi’iit'- of m losing min­
utes results in the removal of 10 
percent of funds as per Article“ 
Five, Section Three, subsection B: 
Minutes of the Statutes of the 
SGA. Active Minds, Accounting 
Society and Service for Peace were 
the three organizations which 
received these penalties.
Organizations who had three 
violations of unacceptable minutes 
or failure to submit minutes also 
received penalties. Chi Alpha, 
Chinese Student Organization, 
Red Hawk Paintball Team and 
the Political Science and Law Club 
had 10 percent of their funds taken
away, and also had their budgets
O rganizations TALON, 
Taiwanese Student Organization, 
Spanish Club, Philosophy and 
Religion Club, Paki Club, Montclair 
State Dietetics Organization, 
Justice Studies Club, MSU 
Ultimate Disc, CHAYIL and the 
Biology Club also lost 10 percent of 
their funding and had their bud­
gets frozen,
“TALON and Montclair State 
Dietetics Organization have sub­
mitted minutes from last semester,” 
SGA Secretary Douglas McIntyre
Continued on Page 3
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Feb 13: A student reported the theft of $200 cash from her residence in Blanton Hall.
Jan 13: An MSU employee reported an active fire in a Partridge Hall bathroom. This case is under investi­
gation.
Feb 13: Two students reported the theft of a laptop computer and wallet from their residence in Blanton 
Hall.
Feb 14: Xiomara Alvarez was charged with harassment by an MSU employee while in Dickson Hall.
Feb 15: A student reported the theft of her parking hangtag from her unsecured vehicle parked in Lot 25; S*
Feb 15: A student reported the theft of a laptop, camera, MP3 player, debit card and driver’s license from 
her unsecured vehicle parked in Lot 24A.
Feb 15: Richard Perretti was charged with criminal trespassing while in Blanton Hail.
Feb 15 Alexander Carducci was charged with underage possession of alcoholic beverages while on Webster Road.
Feb 16: Brian Ha was charged with underage consumption and possession of alcohol while in Bohn Halt.
Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at TIPS (8477).
A il calls are strictly confidential;!
■■■■■■■
- Rules were passed for the 2008 
SGA elections.
-Budget was approved for 
$109,450 for Montdairfest.
M o n t c l a r i o n
The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper 
providing one copy per 
person. Additional copies 
are $0.25.
In the Feb. 14 issue, new provost 
Dr. Willard Gingerich's name 
was spelled incorrectly in the 
article "Gingerich Appointed 
Provost; Dean Positions Still 
Vacant."
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SGA Approves 2008-2009 Election Rules
Karl de Vries 
Editor-m-Chief
Kristie Cattafi 
Assistant News Editor
Regulations for the 2008-2009 Student 
Government Association elections were 
approved by the SGA Legislature on 
Wednesday, a week ahead of schedule.
According to SGA Attorney General Joe 
Specchio, who serves as chairman of the 
elections committee as per the duties of his 
office, the decision to present the bill for 
voting consideration was made due to unex­
pected availabilities in this week’s agenda.
New policies this year include the rein­
stating of tickets for candidates; for 2007- 
2008, candidates were not allowed to offi­
cially run together.
“I don’t  agree with what was done last 
year,” said Specchio, citing a personal ven­
detta between then-SGA President Angelo 
Lilia and then-Attomey General Anthony 
Guttilla that led to the dissolution of team 
campaigns. “I think tickets are healthy. You 
see them out in the real world, in real poli­
tics.”
Tickets may include up to five student 
applicants for the positions of executive
“I don’t agree with what 
was done last year. I 
think tickets are healthy. 
You see them in the real 
world, in real politics.”
SGA Eligibility 2008-2009
SGA Executive Board
-Sophomore Status 
-Minimum 2.5 GPA 
-Fee-paying undergraduate 
student
SGA Judicial Branch 
-Fee-paying student 
-Completed minimum of 
nine credits at MSU 
-GPA 2.7
S tu d e n t Board o f T ru ste e / A lte m a te  
-M ust be a U.S. citizen  
-A t least 18 years o f age 
-Be a regularly m atriculated student 
-Be enrolled full tim e w ith a t least 12 credits 
-Cannot have com pleted m ore than 8 0  credits by 
close o f academ ic year o f contention  
-Minimum 2.5  GPA; can have freshm an status
All students must attain 300 undergraduate signatures 
on SGA-issued petition.
Election dates: March 24 - April 2
dates on the basis of rule violations.
Specchio would not confirm whether he 
is officially seeking office next year, such a 
decision would legally require his stepping 
down as elections committee chair due to' 
possible conflicts of interest.
Specchio replied by stating that the 
incumbent SGA Vice President, who chairs 
the general legislative meetings, and the 
incumbent SGA President, who has veto 
power over approved bills, are also able to 
make unethical obstructions to the voting 
process.
In any case, Specchio claims that he will 
not remove a candidate for rules violation 
without having brought the matter before 
the Legislature first.
“I’m running everything efficiently and 
unbiased,” Specchio told The Montclarion, 
adding that he understands Brown’s con­
cerns.
Other rule changes allow for the 
increased size of wooden campaign plac­
ards to be placed around campus, where 
previous restrictions limited such boards 
to 2’ x 4’. Specchio credits Associate Dean 
of Students Margaree Coleman-Carter and 
Vice President for Student Development and 
Campus Life Dr. Karen L. Pennington for 
allowing “leeway” for 4’ x 4’ placards.
As a result of actions taken by Lilia dur­
ing his bid for re-election in April 2006, cam­
paigning students are not allowed to utilize 
student e-mail servers.
However, social networking sites like 
Facebook and MySpace are sanctioned, with 
all other campaign regulations deferring to 
university posting policies.
In addition to the positions of SGA execu­
tive board members and student BOT repre­
sentatives, students may run for the position 
of SGA Justice. While the SGA allows for a 
total of seven justices, at least four are nec­
essary according to SGA by-laws.
Vacancies may be filled by appointment 
by the SGA President for the current semes­
ter. Appointed justices must have their 
terms renewed every following semester, 
while elected justices are installed for the 
duration of their enrollment at Montclair 
State University (they must have at least a 
2.7 GPA to vie for office).
All other candidates must have a GPA 
of at least 2.5 to run and must maintain 
a 2.25 to hold office. BOT representatives 
must have under 80 credits to seek office, 
while e-board contenders must have at least 
sophomore status.
Students not on the ballot can win office 
by means of write-in votes, with the excep­
tion of Justice candidates.
A petition of 300 undergraduate signa­
tures is necessary for a candidate to official­
ly announce his or her contention; petitions 
are to be released March 10.
Voting will be held between March 24 and 
April 2 and will be conducted online through 
the Electronic Voting Interface System, at 
https://vote.montclair.edu.
Joe Specchio 
SGA Attorney General
President, Vice President, Treasurer, 
Secretary and student representative to the 
Board of Trustees.
The SGA terms last from June 1 to May 
31 of the following year, while BOT repre­
sentatives serve for two years. However, they 
are considered non-voting members of the 
BOT for the first year of their term.
Spending limits for campaigning have 
been institutéd according to the following 
guidelines: five-person tickets are allowed 
a cumulative $800, four-person tickets are 
allowed $650, three $550, two $450 and 
individual candidates $350.
Specchio, who is helping to coordinate 
his third SGA election, said that candidates’ 
spending has never approached the previ­
ous limit of $1,000 in his experience. But 
in regards to an individual’s right to spend 
money on his or her campaign, “It’s not my 
concern to tell them how to use the money,” 
he said. Candidates can accept contributions 
not of a-monetary nature, such as material 
donations or labor assistance.
A spending limit of $250 per single candi­
date was originally proposed, leading to an 
objection raised by SGA Chief of Staff Diana 
Salameh. “I didn’t think that the amount 
for one candidate was comparable to the 
amount for five candidates,” she said.
Her statement resulted in a friendly 
amendment to the bill made on the floor, 
leading to the $100 increase. “When a group 
of people run together, a lot of campaigning 
materials get shared,” she said.
No debate was brought by the Legislature, 
although Rick Brown, director of student 
leadership, raised concerns about Specchio’s 
authority as elections committee chair, in 
which he is empowered to remove candi-
F rozen  Fuit&s
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T he fo llow ing  o rg a n iz a tio n s ’ b u d g e ts  w e re  p en a liz ed  fo r n o t 
fo llow ing  th e  SGA’s  m in u te s  s u b m is s io n  policy.
Violation: 2 
occurrences 
Penalty: 10% of 
funds taken away
Violation: 3 
occurrences 
Penalty: 10% of 
funds taken away 
and funds frozen
Violation: no 
submission the entire 
semester
Penalty: 10% of funds 
taken away and funds 
frozen
{
{
Active Minds 
Accounting Society 
Service for Peace
o
Chi Alpha
Chinese Student Organization 
Red Hawk Paintball Team 
Political Science and Law Club
TALON
Taiwanese Student Organization 
Spanish Club
Philosphy and Religion Club 
Paki Club
Montclair State Dietetics Organization
Justice Studies Club
MSU Ultimate Disc
CHAYIL
Biology Club
said. As soon as minutes from two con­
secutive meetings sore submitted from this 
semester, their budgets will be unfrozen.
At yesterday’s SGA meeting, the MSU 
Ultimate, Disc organization tried to have 
money appropriated for a tournament in 
Georgia over spring break, even though 
their budget is frozen. Attorney General Joe 
Specchio stated that the bill was unconstitu­
tional because their budget is still frozen.
The decision was made to keep the bill in 
unfinished business until the organization’s 
minutes were submitted and their budget 
was unfrozen.
David Peck, a member of Ultimate Disc, 
was at the meeting as a representative for 
the bill “Our president didn’t  know he could 
em ail the minutes, but he will be sending 
(them in] today,” said Peck.
The letter sent out to the organizations 
by Revesz stated that the budgets will 
remain frozen until “a) All missing minutes 
are submitted and b) A pattern of minutes 
submissions has been established (two con­
secutive meeting minutes’ submission).”
According to the letter, minutes need to 
be submitted to the SGA Secretary through 
e-mail or in his mailbox in Student Center 
room 103. “After an organization has sub- 
mitted minutes, [McIntyre] will tell me, arid 
their budget will be unfrozen,” Revesz said.
The Montclarioris budget was also fro­
zen at the beginning of the semester fin 
other statutory reasons, hr the case of The 
Montclarion, the account freeze had to be 
reviewed by the legislature at the next 
meeting. According to SGA Vice President 
Andrea Khan, tire same provision does not 
apply to the other organizations whose bud­
gets were frozen
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C1C
they are investigating Method Man for the 
hip-hop portion.
Montclairfest 2008 will be held in the 
amphitheater, rain or shine, at a capacity of 
1,500. According to Senedzuk, the show will 
be free to MSU students and there will be a 
$5 cover charge for non-students.
Senedzuk, along with the Montclairfest 
planning committee, hopes to get many 
MSU groups involved with Montclairfest, 
and the group is brainstorming ways to 
have other organizations participate in the 
event.
“What we’re trying to do is make this for 
the campus community,” said Senedzuk. “If 
we get all of the organizations out there for a 
great turnout, it won’t  cost them any money 
and it will be free publicity.”
Pending budget flexibility, Senedzuk 
hopes to expand the festival, and if the bud­
get allows for it, invite local bands to play 
in the Student Center Quad to create the 
multiple-sta'ge dynamic of music festivals 
like Bamboozle.
C1C is hosting a Battle of the Bands in 
the Student Center Ballrooms on March 1 to 
determine one or more of the Montclairfest 
opening acts.
The 2007 show sold out at 700 tickets, 
and was scheduled in Memorial Auditorium 
as a weather precaution. In 2006, the show 
was held in the Student Center Ballrooms, 
where 400 could attend. That year, head­
liner Juelz Santana left the stage halfway 
through his set, leaving the crowd ostensi­
bly dissatisfied.
To get an indication of which acts stu­
dents want at Montclairfest, a survey was 
conducted by C1C last semester. In the 
rock category, Paramore topped the list and 
Brand New followed. For rap and hip-hop, 
students chose Rihanna and Ciara was the 
runner-up. However, the high costs of book­
ing Paramore, Rihanna and Ciara perfor­
mances exceed the Montclairfest budget.
“They’ve done a lot of planning and 
it seems like they’re really excited about 
[Montclairfest],” said Ashley Cornelison, 
SGA Press Secretary, of the Montclairfest 
organizers.
Senior photography major Randy Harris 
said prospects for this year’s Montclairfest 
look good, but that he would like to see the 
club arrange more student band-only shows 
on campus.
MS
s m
C1C distributed a pamphlet to SGA leg­
islators at Wednesday’s meeting to draw 
attention to the cost and price breakdowns, 
and to illustrate the average costs of well- 
known acts.
The highest on f 
the list of large- j 
scale acts were !
Fall Out Boy and j 
50 Cent, both at 
$125,000. Goo Goo 
Dolls were listed at 
$65,000 to $75,000;
Busta Rhymes at 
$50,000; Kanye West 
at $75,000 to $150,000; 1 
and All American 
Rejects at $80,000.
“Producing a large- 
scale concert is any­
thing but cheap,” the 
packet reads. “From 
tickets to security 
to sound to the musi­
cal artists, every little 
thing costs money.”
Senedzuk said there 
are between 15 and 20 
Montclairfest commit­
tee members on board 
already but stressed 
that they are hoping to 
recruit more help. He 
said those interested 
can contact him at 
montclairfest@gmail. 
com.
Senedzuk has 
received non-monetary 
support from campus 
groups like CLUB, SAV 
and several Greek orga­
nizations.
SGA president Ron 
Chicken urged legis­
lators to debate the 
Montclairfest appropria­
tion bill, considering the 
cost.
“If your really want 
' to make it a big con­
cert and make J 
M o n t c l a i r f e s t  2  
what it used to be, S: 
it takes a lot of
money,” said Chicken. “Last year was one of 
the best-attended Montclairfests in the last 
four or five years or so.”
C1C has a $1,200 marketing line item in
the Montclairfest budget. They plan to adver­
tise on Facebook and in The Montclarion, and 
with distributed and posted flyers through­
out campus.
Budget Breakdown
M
Sound & Stage 
Port-A-Potties 
Security 
Promotions 
Food Riders
Transportation & Hotel Riders
Wristbands
Shirts
Walkie Talkies 
Tickets
Rap/Hip-hop act + agency fee 
Rock act + agency fee
Event Total
Contributing Organizations
$20,000.00 
$800.00 
$6,500.00 
$ 1,200.00 
$ 1,800.00 
$1,700.00 
$200.00 
$850.00 
$200.00 
$200.00
$38,000.00
$38,000.00
$109,450.00
C1C
WMSC
Asking from SGA
$32,000.00 
$ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  
$76,450.00
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College Hall Bridge 
Redesign Delayed
Courtesy of the Office of Communications and Marketing 
Plans to restore the College Hall bridge have been postponed in a recent change of plans.
order to give way to what Carey calls “an
Hand Sanitizer Stations 
Added to Dining Venues
Sam Carvalho 
Staff Writer
College Hall’s plans to close the rear 
bridge during the semester have been 
changed; instead, the bridge will open in 
two to three weeks with temporary repairs, 
while the new design will be delayed.
“Girders have deteriorated; reinforced 
steel is exposed in some areas; [there are 
an] inordinate amount of structural cracks,” 
explained Timothy Carey, assistant vice 
president for facilities services, in response 
to last week’s closure of the College Hall 
entrance bridge. “The temporary shoring 
that held the bridge up is beginning to fail.”
The solution to an unsafe bridge was to 
Close it down for renovation. Montclair State 
University’s students and faculty began to 
experience what was an expected more- 
than-three-month closure of the bridge in
entirely new concept” for the bridge.
A redesigned bridge was needed; the 
three months required, however, didn’t 
sound convenient at all to the MSU commu­
nity.
The university’s approach is now a tem­
porary repair that will make the bridge 
operational in two weeks.
“The engineer is finalizing the temporary 
shoring design, and we are expecting that 
the temporary solution will be in place in 
two to three weeks,” Tim Carey explained. 
“The permanent solution will then be pur­
sued.”
“I was really looking forward to walking 
through that new [re-designed] bridge,” said 
Jeffrey Sze, a junior business management 
major, “but I also think it’s a lot better to 
have the bridge open sooner considering that 
there are a lot of people that use it.”
Sam Carvalho 
Staff Writer
At Montclair State University, new hand 
sanitizers have been installed at most of its 
cafeterias/food venues in an 
attempt to promote an over­
all healthier campus envi­
ronment.
“I think it’s absolutely 
great,” said Helen Dabetic, 
an undeclared freshman. “I 
hope everyone uses them.”
The use of sanitizers has 
become increasingly popular 
in many public places like 
schools and hospitals. They 
consist of antiseptic gels and 
foams, which are a fast and 
easy way to disinfect hands 
where soap and water are not 
available.
Despite their swift use, quite a few stud­
ies show that they are mainly useful in 
reducing the spread of bad stomach and
Continued From Page 1
nasiums do not offer.
“Certain hours will be set up for athletes 
to use the Rec. Center according to seasonal 
needs, though nothing specific has been set,” 
said Gera.
Renovations to Panzer over the 10-month 
period will be in the main competition gym, 
the fitness area and the front lobby.
“The front lobby will extend out about six
intestinal bugs.
The funding for the sanitizing stations 
was a collaboration between Montclair State 
and Sodexho Campus Services, and the 
stations were placed at all dining locations, 
including the Red Hawk 
Diner, Café Diem, the C- 
Store and several other places 
throughout campus.
“Sodexho and I worked 
together to implement the 
hand sanitizers. There is no 
law or code. We voluntarily 
installed the sanitizing sta­
tions to encourage communi­
ty members to utilize them,” 
said Andrew Pignataro, direc­
tor of auxiliary services. “The 
goal is to simply cut down on 
germs.”
“[It’s a] wonderful idea,” 
said Orly Shawartz, an undeclared fresh­
man. “They are a small but great addition 
to our university. I hope everyone uses them, 
and I know I surely will.”
feet, and it will be higher with windows to 
allow more light in. The lobby will provide 
a real ‘sense of arrival’ to the facility,” said 
Gera.
This is similar to the design incorpo­
rated into the new Rec. Center.
The budget for the project, including 
architectural fees, is $12 million. It is 
unknown who the contractor will be.
Panzer
NEED HELP W ITH TUITION COSTS?
APPLY NOW . . .  for Montclair State University Alumni Association Scholarships!
The Montclair State University Alumni Association (MSUAA) offers scholarship 
opportunities to current, underaraduate students who will 
be entering either their sophomore or junior year in September 2008. All awards 
are given in the form of tuition waivers and will be applied to the 2008/2009 
academic year.
* MSUAA Scholarship Award recognizes student(s) who have maintained high 
academic standards while actively involved in University and community activities.
A cumulative SPA of 3.25 is required.
* MSUAA Service Award recognizes student(s) who have achieved high levels of performance in service to the 
University and community, while maintaining strong academic proficiency.
* MSUAA Carpe Diem Award acknowledges undergraduate student(s) who have had to overcome difficult 
circumstances and adversity during the pursuit of their academic goals.
* MSUAA Non-Traditional/Port-time Scholarship recognizes part-time student(s) who have maintained high 
academic standards while actively involved in University and community activities. A cumulative SPA of 3.25 is 
required.
Deadline for all of the above mentioned applications is Monday, March 3, 2008
Applications are available on line at: http://www.montclair.edu/pQQes/Aiumm75cholarshipsAwQrds.shtml
Completed applications must be delivered to:
MSU Alumni Association C/O The O ffice  of Alumni & Community Relations, College Hall Room 301
The MSUAA supports the Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity policy of the University.
These awards are made to students based on merit, regardless of race, creed, sex or national origin.________________
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ment under the College for Education 
and Human Services. Today, he teach­
es Philosophy of Mind in the CEHS 
Philosophy of Mind program, specifical­
ly the Ed.D. in Pedagogy: Specialization 
in Philosophy for Children course. He 
also teaches one general education class 
as well, entitled The American Family 
Goes to War, centering on race, class and 
gender issues in America during World 
War II.
So while the 1970s may have seen 
Continued on Page 10
nor his
flute, an Aurumite by Powell that features 
interlocking layers of gold and silver.
“I’m presenting myself in a way that 
very few jazz musicians do,” claims 
Weinstein, although the reference to his 
music career probably suffices as a gen­
eral modus operandi for the 67-year-old.
Since the age of six, Weinstein, the 
product of two Jewish Eastern European 
immigrants, has been playing the piano. 
At age 15, he began playing trombone 
professionally and appeared on the high­
ly influential 1967 album Cuban Roots. 
Mixing the elements of Latin jazz in a 
manner communicable to American audi­
ences, the tapes themselves were poorly 
produced, yielding only 500 copies. But 
while the commercial impact of the album 
was dampened, it has since become a stan­
dard of the genre and has been re-issued 
several times.
However, in the wake of its original 
release, Weinstein was forced to re-evalu­
ate his career path. After quitting music 
in the early ‘70s, the Brooklyn native went
back to school, earning his doctorate in 
philosophical science and mathematical 
logic. While he possesses “an amazing 
talent in philosophy,” he must “sweat and 
struggle for every gain in music. Music 
for me is donkey’s work”
(He doesn’t  list preferred philoso­
phers, but rather appreciates the prin­
ciples of logical empiricism over others. 
The theories of logical empiricism, among 
many, place an emphasis on the scientific 
method and the theoretic reconstruction 
of belief of trial by experience.)
The development of two careers shaped 
him during the 1970s. Having relegat­
ed music to that of a hobby, Weinstein 
taught at Manhattan’s Hunter College. 
But in the wake of the city’s mid-‘70s 
budget crisis, he was dismissed in 1976. 
He continued to work for the city, teach­
ing philosophy for children in two NYC 
schools for the next decade.
Weinstein arrived at MSU in the 
late ‘80s, joining the newly formed 
Institute for Critical Thinking and then 
the Educational Foundations, a depart­
photos courtesy of Mark Weinstein and Duygu Atacan | The Montclarion 
Philosophy professor Mark Weinstein would call himself a musician first, though it has 
taken a back seat to his job at Montclair State University.
M tnt (enter 
M o n :
Red Hawk Nites Returns
Christine Adame» | The Montclarion 
Blow-ups were one of the many colorful 
activities at Red Hawk Nites on Friday.
Suzanne Rires 
Stair W riter
Red Hawk Nites was held in the Student- 
Center this past Friday The colorful rooms 
reflected the creativity of the dubs’ orga­
nizers and brought attention to the lentt'r- 
known organizations
One of the most original rooms was 
Organization of Students for African Unity’s 
(OSAUi ‘‘Throwback Nile.” They recreat­
ed an urban neighborhood complete with 
hopscotch, break-dancing and theme out­
fits Senior Uomonique Walker deemed the 
room a success “People came through, hung 
out with us and got some candy” In the
Rathskeller, the Latin American Student 
Organization had a DJ. and while the floor 
above had rock and alternative music, the 
fust floor had rap.
S  The Center tor St udent Involvement pro- 
vided laser tag and an inflatable boxing ring 
for the ballrooms Oulside, a table filled with 
party favors offered a raffle you could ente’- 
to win. a Wii.
| j  On one side of the cafeteria, there was a 
bungee run and mini basketball hoops while 
the other offered aiiforushing for shirts 
Upstairs, Active Students Serving in Society 
Together allowed for students to paint their
j |  Continued on Page 8
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Thursday, Feb. 21
Enough with the Limp Noodle Jokes
Friday, Eeb. 22 
History 101 Revisited
Saturday, Feb. 23
What are weekends for 
againT
¡•W e like rice and rice is nice, but sometimes it 
¡•can be kind of bland. Have some noodles for 
¡•a  change at UAASO's multi-annual Noodle 
p  Night with Bubble Tea at the SC Rath. With 
¡•sucn a variety of noodle choices, you won't 
¡•even miss the white stuff.
•I*W e all know how much you paid attention m 
•I* in  that American History class. O r rather, «1 
•¡¡•how much you didn't. Fool the masses and «1
A  Iw §  I
We all know this is a commuter school, and 
that leads to MSU turning into a ghost town 
come Thursday night. OSAU is trying to stem 
the tide of weekend death. Join them for the 
Weekend Party in the SC Ballrooms at 9 p.m. 
and make believe it's a weekday.
•  • • • • • • •  » .JL JI
SUNDAY.TEB. 24 Monday, Feb. 25 
All liquored up
Tuesday,Feb. 26 ^ W ednesday,Feb.27
|lf you've been wondering y, it's college. And we all know  jC M o m 's  sandwiches
JjPeanut butter jelly m 
time ffl Oh my god, theFUTURE...
[the Muslims across the hall a re lllth a t means getting smashed till 3
akins cLall about, never fear. The Muslim JLa.m . and m i g out with strang- 
yStudents Association (MSA) isp re-JLers. Save some awkward moments 
usenting Fiqh Alakbar: Theology ilia n d  join the sisters of Sigma Delta 
□Series. Join them in Mallory 155 J L Phi in the SC Formal Dining Room 
□from 7a.m. to 9p.m., and maybe pCat 8 p.m. as they explore the drink- 
pyou'll find out more about them T in g  habits of students. And before 
Land their religion. T v ou ask, it's not BYOB.
t lf t h p best, even if she
were always 3*The big day is drawing nearer. Yep,, 
wouldn't buyJLthat day. Turn what could be the, 
you that Power Rangers lunchbox. J L scariest day of your life intosome-, 
B^etter than the cafeteria food, a tjL th ing  to look forward to by joining, 
— least. Remember the good oldTCAPS and CSI as they jpreser 
# #days and fulfill your culinary ^ "Transition to Beyond MSU." It 
........ ^  SC 417 from 4 p.murges with F1EART in SC 416 from 
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. But w 
^-^cut your crusts off for you.
nt.
’s,
to 5:30.
¡1 e won't jLp.m . Maybe you'll even get a job 
" ' JO fte r college. -M ichael Cam pbell
ARIES (M arch 21-April
Et ip tinu> to do what you 
do best: suck up to the 
lios* They are the shin­
ing «tar of your life, the 
water to your ocean, the wind m your sail«. 
And if that doesn’t work, go with brownies 
Chocolate in time -honored
TAUROS (April 21-May
*0)
Hen's a hint: when 
someone reveal* a deep 
personal secret to you 
and asks for your advice. 
I would not laugh for 20 minutes before 
answering. That’s considered ruck* in most
polite circles
GEMINI (M ay 21-June 
El)
Even though you’re 
tired and it feels like the 
weight of the world is on 
be 0  K. Things 
have a way of working themselves out. And 
if all else fails, you can always hire that hit 
man who hangs out on 4th street.
LEO (July  23-Atig. 22)
You’re used to rushing 
into tilings headfirst, 
hut this time you’ll actu­
ally need to use Dime 
brain cells of yours, if 
you can still find them 
after last nights Jell-0 shots Look before 
you leap.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22)? S 1I
»£*' / Keep at it! No mutter
V W a  what it is you’re doing. 
— k ^-----  you can’t give up. Be per­
sistent with your goals. 
But you shouldn’t try to murder people, 
because that is really bad, unless they realh 
desene it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oet. 
85)
: 1 see a bunch of flings in
«jfA.ss your future Enjoy lliem 
and ha\e a good tiuiu, 
hut remember to wrap 
your tool The last thing you need at the 
end of the day is a bunting rash and a cold 
•sore - . - - i ■ , • - - ■-
CANCER (June 22-July 
22)
You’re going to have 
more things hurled at 
you than a cheating hus- 
band Duck and cover, 
but don't be afraid to push through the 
maelstrom Good things wait on the uther 
.-.¡do. like cookies! SAGITTARIUS
234)86.21)
^ ^ n t u r e  until you can lot go of the past 
You can still foal it clinging to B B B H H  
like a sloth, so bludgeon it until it lets go. 
Then you can finally mgoy a new stage of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 88- 
Ja n .2 0 )
If you ineel an attractive 
stranger m a bar and 
they ask you to go to 
Mexico with them for the weekend, ignore 
your first impulse to headbutt them in the 
chest Go! Embrace this opportunity
AQUARIUS (Jan . 81- 
Feb. 19)
It* time to open up tlie 
can of worms and lay 
everything out in the 
open: what you want, what you need and 
who you need to know it The sky won’t fall 
if you need to be honest wit h people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 
88)
Now is the time to put 
yom omniums out there 
for the world to see The 
br*t way to do thnt? Take 
a huge Sharpie marker and write a wang- 
sty poem on tlie wall of a public bathroom 
stall, of course'
¿ i î iB c f ô y
(Nov.
PISCES (Feb. 80-March 
80)
You know what you want, 
and it’s witlnn your 
I  power to gel it Just sit­
ting around is not going to change anything 
And stop skipping so many classes. You’re 
going to be stuck here another year.
If It’s Tour B irthday 
This Week:
You’re a Ri-k-taker I 
mean the game Risk 
We played it last week­
end .uid I know you still 
have it. Give it back or I'll tell everyone that 
you’re putting off making the commitments
You can’t move on into that you realty want in lifo
7  e f e
m
M
( g i g g C e  C r i n g e
Œ > o es t& e  t e r m  
" V a - j a y y a y ” _  
m a k e  y o u  
c r i n g e  o r g t g g f e ?
......... .....................................................Ill ....... .................................... ..
Sam Gherman | The Munh ¡¿non
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Irmingard Mayer 
Staff Writer
*Disclaimer*
The following journal is based on real-life 
accounts o f an intern working at a public 
relations firm in New York City. To protect 
the rights o f those whose paths have crossed 
the author’s, some o f the events have been 
altered, and all names, dates and places 
have been changed.
Week 3
I came in Wednesday, relieved to find 
that Christina, the other intern, would be 
sharing the dungeon with me for the day. It’s 
always easier to intern when you have some­
one else to experience it with. She was check­
ing Perez Hilton’s blog, which had become 
part of her morning routine. “Did you know 
that Paris Hilton bailed her brother out 
of jail?” she asked. We researched related 
imperative news regarding Britney Spears 
until two account coordinators walked into 
the room.
They needed to make phone calls invit­
ing press to an event our firm was hosting 
that weekend. However, it wasn’t long before 
the talk turned to gossip, which So often 
happens in public relations. For 10 min­
utes, they proceeded to gossip about almost 
every person who was on the other side of 
the closed door. I was surprised that they 
were so candid with us in the room. After 
they finished their work, they left the room. 
Christina immediately turned around to me 
and said, “What did we get ourselves into?”
Later in the day, my supervisor Sara 
came in, smiling uneasily, “I have to ask you 
a favor,” she said. Future interns will come 
to know this phrase well. The true meaning 
of the phrase is, “I’m extremely sorry I need 
to make you do this incredibly tedious task 
that no one else feels like doing.”
I had to finish the ad equivalency rates 
for one of our clients. This is done by mea­
suring the length of the article they were 
mentioned in, then multiplying the results 
by the advertising rate for the newspaper 
or magazine. I noticed that our system was
after two weeks. I could tell that Office 
Max and I were going to become' good 
friends throughout this internship. When 
I arrived back at the office, I discovered 
that I would have the honor of organizing 
the materials I had just picked up into 200 
press kits.
To maximize efficiency, I decided to lay 
out all the materials on the floor. By the 
end, every surface of the dungeon floor was 
covered. As I was crawling around orga­
nizing the papers and forging signatures, 
employees peered in through the open 
doorway. Finally, an account coordinator,
Justina Villanueva I The Montclarion
Jen, walked in. “I’m here to help you,” she 
said. I was so relieved that I finally had 
some assistance.
In the middle of our work, Jen let out a 
shriek. “You can’t  do this,” she reprimanded. 
I looked up, thinking I had made an irre­
versible mistake. She held up a paper that 
had creased slightly on the edge. “You have 
to make sure every kit has perfectly straight 
paper in it. What if someone from The Wall 
Street Journal gets this?” I made sure from 
then on that no one, not even The New York 
Post, would get any creased sheets of paper 
in their press kits.
producing inaccurate results that exaggerat­
ed the numbers. I brought this issue up to an 
account coordinator. She responded by saying, 
“A lot of what we do is bulls*** to get money 
out of people. It’s a dishonest profession.”
Later that week, Sara came in to see me, “I 
have to ask you a favor,” she said, hesitant. I 
was prepared for the worst, and braced myself 
for the arduous task ahead. An emergency 
visit to Office Max was needed once again. 
This wasn’t  very surprising. I put my coat on 
and headed out the door.
As I walked into the store, a few employees 
greeted me. They already knew who I was
Invasion _______________
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own shirts or socks.
Co-ed fraternity Alpha Phi Omega shared 
space with CSI in the cafeteria with their 
‘80s Night theme with lanyard projects and 
nostalgic candies like candy buttons. The 
room featured Guitar Hero Encore: Rocks 
the ‘80s, which was provided by president 
James Carolan.
. Students Taking Action Now: Darfur 
(STAND) had a free lemonade stand across 
the lobby from the CSI’s popcorn machine. 
They gave out various Minute Maid juic­
es and accepted donations to their Darfur 
awareness campaign. STAND founder Dan 
Moseson represented WMSC by providing 
music for the second and third floor of the
Christine Adamo I The Montclarion
Student Center.
“Valentine’s Day was a popular theme this 
month,” said junior Christine Adamo. Visitors 
to SPECTRUMS’s “Love Room” were invited 
to make hand-made valentines with markers 
and raised letters. Sorority Chi Upsilon Sigma 
also had a creative and romantic atmosphere 
in the Formal Dining Room with karaoke 
and brightly festooned key chains. Next door, 
HEART made Mardi-Gras style masks com­
plete with elaborate feathers and educated 
its visitors about kinesiology, the study of the 
interrelationship of the body’s processes with 
respect to movement.
The Film Club showed loops of their latest 
work, making sure it was the first thing spot­
ted on the fourth floor. Montclair University 
Gamers and sorority Zeta Phi Beta jointly 
ran a game room that included board games 
(Scrabble, chess and Encore), card games (Uno 
and Munchkin) and Super Smash Bros. Melee 
on Game Cube. A Dungeons and Dragons 
game even emerged later on in the eve­
ning. The Human Relations and Leadership 
Development Association had a “Leap Year 
Celebration” with facts about the leap year 
and trivia games.
. Christine Adamo | The Montclarion
Visitors to Friday's Red Hawk Nite were given the opportunity to make nostalgic crafts, includ­
ing tie-dye T-shirts (left) and bright Valentines (above).
Each room was packed and offered senior Paul Galuskin said, “I wish my school 
something unique to the wandering stu- did something like this.” The next Red Hawk
dent. Even William Paterson University Nites will be held on April 18th.
M i n d  O v e r  M a t t e r
Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
We college students are a strange 
breed. One could call tis creatures of habit. 
Habitually, as humans, we like to take risks 
and seek excitement. Habitually, as humans, 
we need to sleep, drink and eat. It is eating 
that brings me to you once again. Once 
more, I risk life and limb (and reputation) to 
bring you the truth from the underbelly of 
campus cafeterias.
This week our attention shifts to Freeman 
cafeteria -  the underappreciated, ugly little 
sister to Blanton. She sits to the far end 
of the campus in relative obscurity. Most 
students won’t discover there is a Freeman 
cafeteria until their sophomore year, unless 
they live in the building.
Freeman is different from Blanton 
because of the smaller menu and the all- 
important addition of a self-serve buffet. 
No restrictions, no limits, Freeman appeals 
to the fatass in everyone. Because of this, 
Freeman can be considered a treasure 
trove.
When students walk into Freeman, they 
arm themselves with their cutlery and cups 
outside before entering. Walking in, they are 
immediately met with a sandwich bar: small 
tubs stretch the length with lunch meats, 
rolls and toppings. The sandwich bar is a 
coin-toss that you usually win, but on the 
off moments, you’ll find those few slices that 
have been sitting out far too long.
To your left is the entrée bar, usually
comprised of three or four side dishes (main­
ly tjie staple mixed vegetables and potato 
dish), a tofu dish and a pair of meats. Nine 
times out of 10, Freeman will offer you up a 
chicken dish -  baked, broiled or slathered 
in sauce, it’s all good if a little dry. One can 
find little to complain about in the Freeman 
meals, apart from the occasional strands 
of hair and questionable content floating 
in the bottom of the pan, but this is due to 
irresponsible students more than cooks.
The pizza bar is to the left, where one 
is faced with small, cheesy bricks baking 
under a tanning light. This is followed by 
soup that is oddly colored, darker than any 
normal soup should be colored -  if you can 
get past the layers of oil and the initial hesi­
tation, it’s usually edible.
The salad bar is considerably smaller in 
Freeman than in her sister cafeteria. The 
vegetables are stuffed, into small containers 
and piled on each other in an attempt to 
give you as many green options as humanly 
possible. There is the continual complaint of 
wilting, as well as the questionable effects 
of the broccoli*on certain students, but the 
dressings are less watered down and there 
are always excellent croutons. It’s worth the 
trip to that bar if only for the ‘tons.
Attached to the salad bar is the Holy 
Grail of Freeman, the true reason of walk­
ing to the Boondocks of Montclair’s campus: 
the waffle maker. Yes, it’s true. In Freeman, 
you can make your own waffles. Then you 
can saturate it in syrup and peaches and 
whipped cream. Oh, the diabetic delicious-
1 ness.
Another feature of Freeman that makes 
her superior is her variety of beverages. 
Unlike Blanton, which offers only apple 
drink, you can find legitimate juice, iced 
tea and lemonade that isn’t  lemon water. 
For those who go without soda, Freeman is 
your friend.
Around the comer from the drinks is 
the dessert bar, which seems to stretch on 
forever. It begins with small fruit or pud­
ding cups and encompasses the basics of 
bread and bagels and assorted cakes to 
culminate with ice cream.
Floating in the center of Freeman is the 
final asset: a full-sized cereal bar. 
of four similar cereals, you are offered 
a dozen vary- 
co rn u co p ia  
and Lucky 
C h a r m s ,  
of Corn 
Pops and 
C h e e r i o s .
Even if there ii 
nothing else 
that you 
can stom­
ach, there 
is cereal 
to your res­
cue. And this is unlim 
ited cereal for a swipe, 
rather than the /  
overpriced bowls /  
to be found in the 
Student Center.
It can he- said f !, 
that Freeman
suffers similar problems to Blanton: a lack 
of variety when it comes to vegetarian/vegan 
dishes and neglected salad, as well as its 
own problems, mostly 
dirty conditions from 
messy students, 
but the cafeteria 
as a whole fares 
a lot better than 
her sister. The 
food served up 
in the smaller, 
quieter cafeteria 
is definitely a step 
up from the larger 
cafeteria to the 
north.
courtesy of dielaughing.biz
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Jr (Optional extension in Rome available July 27 - 29)
Sam  six college credits in Taormina, Sicily while taking English- 
||nguage courses focused specifically on the history and culture 
»  southern Italy and Sicily
■BjT'
This pregram is open to undergraduate and graduate students, 
high-achieving high school students, and those interested in simply 
auditing classes. Professional development credit for K~ 12 teachers 
is also available.
For more information, contact Wendÿ Gilbert-Simon, global programs coordinator, 
at 973-655-4185 or simonw@mail.montclair.edu.
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courtesy of Mark Weinstein
MSU professor and jazz musician Mark Weinstein started with piano and trombone, but now 
often plays flute with guitarists when he's not teaching Philosophy of Mind at MSU.
Weinstein the philosophy connoisseur blos­
som into one of the more respected profes­
sors in his field, it also witnessed his second 
wind as a musician, so to speak. In 1973, he 
began learning how to play the flute, origi­
nally training himself in parks and beaches 
while casually playing with guitar players 
(to the point where his instrument became 
black due to the corrosion).
“Playing flute in the 70s was a lot of fun,” 
he said, while also adding that he was a 
“caricature” of the 70s hippy culture during 
the period, a skinny young man sporting a 
ponytail and unbuttoned cowboy shirts.
After two decades of playing, Weinstein 
began recording in 1996 and releases an 
album approximately every year. His jazz 
tends to coalesce around the percussive 
arrangements of Latin, Cuban, Brazilian 
and African styles, although Weinstein 
objects to being pigeonholed as a strictly 
Latin flautist. “I want to be judged by the 
same standards as the great saxophonists,” 
he said, referring to the heavy solo work of 
traditional jazz records. He refers to John 
Coltrane as his “North Star with which to 
orient my playing.”
To this end, Weinstein looks with great 
anticipation toward the release of his 14th 
album, Straight No Chaser, due out next 
month. The flautist predicts that the album 
will have mainstream appeal for jazz lis­
teners due to its familiar bebop tunes and 
extensive jazz solos. “This should get me 
onto the regular jazz stations,” he said.
Weinstein marks his life in five-year 
intervals and keeps an eye on the future. 
Jazzheads, his record label, gives him 
complete artistic freedom as the musician 
approaches his 70s. He says he’d like to do 
some more touring, although he concedes the 
nagging physical strain a lifetime’s worth of
Duygu Atacan | The Montclarion
playing has done on his body, including severe 
bouts of tendonitis. “Being a musician is like 
being a small-muscled athlete,” he said.
Despite the lengthy accomplishments of 
his two careers, Weinstein refuses to stand 
pat. He’s preparing an Argentinean “album 
of tangos,” for possible release next year, and 
has plenty of unreleased music that he has 
yet to finish. His bachelor arrangement in 
Glen Ridge allows for three to four hours of 
practicing a day, sometimes until three in 
the morning, a necessary routine for a musi­
cian looking to stay in shape. “You don’t lose 
muscle memory,” said the professor, “you lose 
muscle.”
Weinstein agrees with the appraisal that 
his musical taste is eclectic but prefers the 
word “cosmopolitan,” a word that was first
used by German philosopher Immanuel 
Kant to reference “someone who’s a citizen 
of the world, rather than a place.”
Standing in Weinstein’s living room, the 
professor can’t  help but play the first track 
of Straight No Chaser, entitled “Loverin’,” a 
variation on the Rogers and Hart standard 
with a Miles Davis-esque title change. 
“You just can’t  get better musicians than 
who I play with,” he said with a smile.
The track features an extended flute solo 
played over a lively rhythm, an appealing 
mix that lends credence to the professor’s 
predictions of commercial appreciation. But 
Weinstein is quick to add that he leaves the 
door open for further pursuits and creativity, 
albeit at his own pace. “Taking time off is 
never a mistake,” he said. “I see turning 70 
as a possibility of renewing my life in a yet- 
unimagined direction.”
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in Response to violence in Campus Communities
School violence is in the headlines again 
with the shootings at Northern Illinois 
University. After hearing news of campus 
shootings or other violence, students — no 
matter where they go to school — might 
worry about whether this type of incident 
could ever happen to them.
It’s rare that on-campus violence takes 
place on the scale of what happened at 
Northern Illinois or Virginia Tech. But when 
such tragedies happen, it’s normal to feel sad 
and anxious and to want to make sense of 
the situation.
HOW SAFE ARE CAMPUSES?
It’s actually safer to be on a campus 
than in a car. More young adults die in car 
accidents than in shootings (and that’s all 
shootings, not just the ones that happen in 
schools). So the vast majority of students 
will never experience on-campus violence.
However, in recent years, many colleges 
have begun re-evaluating their safety needs 
and procedures in response to the concerns 
of families and communities. Many have 
already installed metal detectors.
WHY DOES IT HAPPEN?
School violence isn’t  easy to understand. 
There is no single reason why students 
become yiolent. Some are copying behavior 
they grew up with or saw on the streets, in 
video games, movies or TV. Sometimes, peo­
ple who turn violent are victims of teasing 
who’ve hit a limit and feel like they would 
do anything to make it stop. They may feel 
isolated and rejected by their peers or have 
undergone a breakup with a romantic part­
ner. These are only a few of the reasons why 
someone may become violent.
There’s one thing experts do agree on, 
though: Having access to guns or other 
weapons makes it easier for some people to 
lash out-against the things or people they 
don’t like.
WHAT CAN I DO?
Someone on the verge of violence usually 
displays warning signs, which can include:
• playing with weapons of any kind
• bragging about acts of violence he or she 
would like to commit
• showing an obsession with violent movies 
or playing violent games
• bullying or threatening other people
• cruelty to pets or other animals
If you start feeling unsafe, contact cam­
pus security or your R.A., if you live on 
campus. It can be difficult to report violence, 
and many college students might feel that, 
as adults,* they can handle all problems 
themselves.
But many colleges have systems in place 
that allow students to report the possibility 
of violence anonymously. Maybe yours has 
(or could set up) an anonymous hotline for 
people to share concerns without worrying 
that their report would become public knowl­
edge.
If you’ve witnessed or experienced vio­
lence of any kind, not talking about it can 
make feelings build up inside and cause 
problems, such as post-traumatic stress dis­
order (PTSD). PTSD can develop in someone 
who has lived through a traumatic event, 
such as a serious car accident, physical or 
sexual abuse or a shooting.
You don’t  have to be hurt to experience 
PTSD — for some people, simply watching 
a traumatic event or being threatened with 
great physical harm is enough to trigger 
it. That’s why it’s important to get help. 
Campus counselors or community mental 
health resources can help. They’re familiar 
with the issues violence can cause and can 
help you put things in perspective. 
-MyStudentHealthZone.com.
Antonio C . Di Benedetto | The Montclarion
Students show their solidarity in memory of the victims of the violence at Northern Illinois and 
Louisiana Tech at Tuesday's Candlelight Vigil in the Student Center Ballrooms.
I just started seeing someone, and we're really hitting it off, but I recently found out that he 
might be part of a cult-like religion. He hasn't pressured me into joining, but he did take me to 
one of their services, and I was blown away. Should religion be the deal breaker of what could 
be a really good relationship?
-Love is my Religion?
Karl de Vries 
Editor-in-Chief
I'm of the belief (heh, heh) that 
religion should never be a "deal 
breaker," at least not in the early 
stages of a relationship. Yes, if 
you find yourself shooting at ATF 
agents in Waco, Tex., it m ight be 
time to re-evaluate your relation­
ship status, but in the meantime, 
you should take it one day at a
Christine Adamo 
Assistant Copy Editor
So your BF is a cultist, eh? The 
question at hand here is "should 
there be a separation between 
Church and Love?" There are two 
ways to go about this problem. On 
one side of the street, there are 
people who may say that a man's 
or woman's religion defines who 
he or she is. In this case, these 
people would tell you to steer clear 
of his freaky religion. If it makes 
you uncomfortable, that's an alarm 
going off in your head telling you 
to get out — get out while you still
time.
The first thing that needs to be 
addressed is how "fanatical" he re­
ally is; until you're sure, you can't 
really pass judgment. That's not 
to say that you shouldn't be a bit 
skeptical.
When you're out with him, stick 
to your champagne cocktails; if 
he offers you a sip of his Kool-Aid, 
take a pass, but be polite about 
it. If he suggests a little white pill 
that will stop the headache you're 
complaining of, tell him no thanks, 
you're good with Advil.
When it comes to one's persua­
sion, it's not my business (nor any­
one else's) to tell you how to feel 
or which path to take. Should con­
versation turn to marriage, then 
some serious questions will arise, 
but then again, you'll know more 
about him by that point anyway.
can! Save your eternal soul! But, 
I kid. I will advise from the other 
side of the street.
His religion may be different 
from yours, but as long as he's not 
handing you a cup of some strange 
beverage and telling you to join 
him in the ritualistic sacrifice of an 
innocent kitten to Lord Xenu, the 
relationship should make it through 
the religious awkwardness. If you 
like the guy, the man for who he 
is, and he treats you with love and 
respect (without trying to force his 
beliefs on you), his religión, which 
is just a small part of his personal­
ity, shouldn't affect your relation­
ship. Cultist o r not, if he steals your 
heart, his religion shouldn't be the 
deal-breaker to end your otherwise 
blissful happiness.
Now, it's all well and good to 
brush off his religion, and force 
yourself not to make such a big 
deal out of it. But when he's involv­
ing you in his religion by bringing 
you to church, it's a little more dif-
Follow your heart, whether that 
leads you to God or to the arms of 
your current beau.
Assum ing that he's not sacrific­
ing lambs in the bathroom of your 
Blanton suite, there's no reason 
you can 't keep religion a separate 
issue. In the social climate of to ­
day's America (certainly in John- 
Kerry voting New Jersey), people 
of all races and creeds interact and 
date each other with commonality. 
Don't feel pressured to run away 
simply because his views are a bit 
different.
And remember: Just because 
he's dead, wearing Nike running 
shoes with a purple sheet draped 
over his head, doesn't mean it's a 
personality defect on your part; 
maybe he's just waiting for the 
comet to take him closer to Je­
sus.
ficult to treat his religion lightly. 
The question to ask yourself now 
is "how did I feel at that church 
service?" If you were really afraid 
for your soul at this cultist affair he 
dragged you to, feel free to express 
this to him. Tell him that it made 
you extremely uncomfortable and 
that, while you appreciate him tak­
ing you there, you'd rather crucify 
the messiah than go again. Your 
honesty m ight bring light to his 
freaky cultist brain and show him 
that, yes, his religion is not normal 
by societal standards, and, yes, it 
m ight freak people (i.e. you) out. 
Then he may tone it down and not 
ask you to be a part of it again. i
If his church's service w asn 't1 
all that wacky,, and you think you I 
can get over your awkwardness, 
then feel free to join him for an­
other one. It certainly doesn't ob­
ligate you to jo in his church, and 
it m ight make him happy to have 
you there. Just remember — don't 
drink the Kool-Aid.
I
Antonio G. D i Benedetto | The Montclarion 
Jhon Velasco voices his remorse over the two 
university shootings at Tuesday's Candlelight 
Vigil.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS YOU WOULD LIKE ANSW ERED BY OUR TEAM OF SEX AND 
RELATIONSHIP ADVISORS, SEND AN E-MAIL TO MSUFEATURE@GMAIL.COM WITH "HE
SAID, SHE SAID" IN THE SUBJECT LINE.
The  Montclarion
irming.ml Mayer 
Staff Writer
Locating a local band in Montclair is not difficult
There is an overwhelm ing abundance of musical talent circulating in the Metropolitan area. The difficult 
part is finding a truly unique band that is dedicated to the music they make and putting on a great live 
show.
Although drasticallv diverse, the follow ing four bands fit that description. Each is in a different stage of
¡their career, represent a different musical genre and hail from different local regions,
Band Members: A les Loach (Lead Vocals), Bob 
|B ua (Baas), Gary Link (Guitar), Daryl Dubkowski 
((Drums)
Sublime, 311
re i^httD^/wwwjnY8Daice.cam/iobleeebob
Four years ago, three musicians began writing ; 
music. The group created a CD of instrumental ; 
¡originals and cover songs. There was only one: 
¡vital component missing: a lead singer. By sheer ] 
(luck, this CD ended up in the hands of incredibly] 
¡talented singer and songwriter Losch. The group 
¡soon met and instantly connected, officially form- \ 
ing Jobless Bob.
The band credits their unique name to the bass 
¡player, Bua, who has been the heart and soul of ; 
(the group since its creation. The name was partly 
(dubbed in the humor of avoiding a 9-5 lifestyle, 
¡but it was also rooted in a deeper meaning. The ; 
¡group’s main aim is to spread music of substance ( 
¡With a fun-loving vibe.
i “The Jobless Dub,” a common show opener, ; 
¡embodies the band’s style. The song opens with 
¡the lyrics “Jobless Bob, he never gets to work on 
¡time,” emphasizing the band’s playful humor. 
(However, they do deal with heavy material as 
¡well. “Bread and Water,” one of Losch’s favorites, ; 
is a tune of pure emotion converted into music. 
|The song delves deeply into the true meaning of 
love.
I The band’s songwriting process is a collective 
¡effort. This is the group’s favorite part of playing 
¡music together. Losch says that “the fun comes 
¡from creating amazing and unique music from 
¡absolute silence, and that is something that we 
fare genuinely addicted to.”
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Bernadette Marciniak 
Arts & Entertainment Editor
The name says it all; it definitely could 
have been good, and in some ways it was. 
But this year’s Valentine’s Day box office hit 
didn’t  exactly “hit” every point.
Definitely, Maybe, explores love not only 
in romance, but also between father and 
daughter. The film is a mish-mash montage 
of various chick-flick moments that lack the 
string to tie them all together. More is not 
always better, and we can see that trying to 
cram every good aspect of the genre into one 
film doesn’t  come out as well as one might 
have hoped.
Ryan Reynolds stars as Will Hayes, the 
reserved father whose life was everything 
he’d hoped it would be who, due to an unfor­
tunate turn of events, ends up as one of the 
automatons of society in a dead-end job he 
doesn’t  love and in the midst of a divorce. 
The only thing (get ready for cliché) keep­
ing him happy is the prospect of seeing 
his daughter — the only love of his life left 
— twice a week.
Reynolds’s performance is probably one of 
the better aspects of the movie, as he proves 
he can truly adapt to any role, be it Van 
Wilder, a serious FBI-agent in Smokin’Aces 
or the lovable father that every girl wishes 
she had. This works especially well since 
his character undergoes many personality 
changes within the film — he truly is a jack 
of all trades (and of course, like I said last 
year, he’s totally hot).
America’s favorite Little Miss Sunshine, 
Abigail Breslin, plays Will’s daughter Maya 
who tries to find out what true love is after 
her school exposes her (and the rest of her 
traumatized schoolmates) to the concept of 
sex (because we all know, only those who are 
truly in love have sex): Maya does this by 
convincing her father to tell the story of his 
romantic past.
It’s hard to fall in love with Maya the 
same way we did with Oliv.e. In Little Miss 
Sunshine, Breslin left us with thè perma­
nent memory of a free-spirited and unique 
individual. But in Definitely, Maybe, she’s 
forced to adhere to the role of “child in the 
middle of her parents’ divorce,” which is too 
common for the original potential she has.
The moviethen goes on to Will explaining
courtesy of New Line
We'know that none of these pictures come from Ryan Reynolds's newest movie, Definitely, Maybe, but we of the Arts and Entertainment 
section would rather ogle over these shots.
the birds and the bees through the concept 
of love. We meet the three girls that sculpted 
his love life, played by Elizabeth Banks, Isla 
Fischer and Rachel Weisz.
Fischer and Weisz both shine in their 
respective roles. Fischer, who plays the hip- 
pie-ish lovable klutz, keeps the ditzy person­
ality we all loved in Wedding Crashers but 
has since then grown into a ditz with class. 
She holds her head high and proves she has 
more than just the over-active sex drive of 
her character in Crashers.
Weisz stands her own, playing the job- 
driven modern woman with a classy head­
strong personality, who can never find love 
hecause she always finds something else that 
gets in the way -  in this case a professional 
escalation from an avant-garde reporter to a 
prominent journalist.
Unfortunately, Banks, who plays the
hometown girlfriend that Will leaves behind 
to pursue bigger and better things profes­
sionally, does not match the talent of her 
co-stars. Most of the time it’s hard to take 
her seriously as the loving girlfriend who’s 
devasted after her man leaves because of her 
previous role as a nymphomaniac in 40 Year 
Old Virgin. The fact that she has an affair 
with his ex-roommate doesn’t  help either.
The real prize at the end of the film is 
that we find out who Breslin’s mother is 
— alas, answering the question of who her 
father’s true love is — or isn’t. This, in my 
opinion, is the most prominent among the 
unnecessary cliches of the film, and it is just 
another ingredient the film didn’t  need.
The movie as a whole will have you smil­
ing at the end. It’s especially fun to watch 
in the present, because of its parallels to 
the presidential elections that took place in
the early ‘90s when our friend Billy was 
running. Reynolds plays an employee at 
Clinton’s campaign headquarters in New 
York who finds himself working more like 
an intern than an actual campaigner.
The political mention is an excellent pre­
sentation of how society reacted to elections 
a decade and a half ago and could undoubt­
edly be considered an endorsement for the 
young to get involved and vote. If you don’t 
agree with Hayes’ political views, at least 
the blast from the past will put a smile on 
your face. Ah, the good ol’days.
Still, Definitely, Maybe is nothing extraor­
dinary. It has its unique points.. But, like 
any other genuine chick-flick, it’s predict­
able, and at most, it’ll give any guy who goes 
to see it pointers on how to win a girl over 
and, of course, how to royally screw things 
up. i r i c k
Definitely Not a Must See
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Shonda Rhimes:
The Anatomy of a Creator
Jackie Zygadlo 
Assistant News Editor
On Thursdays at 9 p.m., if you, aren’t 
partying or doing homework for those Friday 
classes, chances are you’re timing into Grey’s 
Anatomy, America’s favorite guilty pleasure. 
The show was created by Shonda Rhimes, 
who also created the Grey’s spin-off Private 
Practice and invented the popular term “va- 
jay-jay.” For one hour, the fans get to walk 
through the doors of Seattle Grace Hospital 
and enter the fives of Drs. Meredith Grey, 
Derek “McDreamy” Shepherd, Izzie Stevens, 
Cristina Yang and their interns, patients 
and lovers.
In an October 2005 interview with Ebony 
magazine, Rhimes called herself a “medical
junkie.” Rhimes said, “I thought there was 
something really sexy about surgery, in the 
sense that they’re kind of cowboys. It’s the 
only job where you literally hold a beat of a 
heart in your hands. On a bad day, you’ll 
kill someone, and on a good day, you save 
fives.”
She makes sure that her show repre­
sents the diversity of the world around her, 
where a person of any race or gender can 
become a surgeon.
“That’s the real world,” she said. “And 
with casting, I don’t  care what color they 
are. If a black man comes in, and he’s great 
for a part, and a white woman comes in and 
she’s great for the part of his wife, well then,
Continued on Page 16
courtesy or oiamuur
Shonda Rhimes proved her influence over the entertainment industry with the creation of 
Grey's Anatomy, one of the most popular new shows on television.
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The Razzies Return with a Vengeance
David Clarke
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
Michael Bay ruined what 
could have been a perfectly decent 
action movie with Transformers. 
Shrek the Third turned a fairly 
well-liked franchise into a slop of 
dung on screen. Tom Cruise and 
director Robert Redford gave 
the most boring anti-war lecture 
imaginable in Lions for Lambs. 
But besides sucking, what do 
these films have in common? 
They were all apparently too 
well-made to be nominated for 
the 28th Annual Razzie Awards, 
honoring the most notable 
achievements in bad filmmaking 
for 2007.
And what a year 2007 was for 
bad movies, proved by Razzie’s 
impressive list of awful material. 
But what were the worst perfor­
mances, scripts and films of’07?
Worst Supporting Actor
This is such a great group this 
year, with some really diverse 
performances to choose from. For 
the phone-it-in subcategory were 
Orlando Bloom for Pirates o f the 
Caribbean: A t World’s End (or as 
the Razzie ballot calls it, Pirates 
o f the Carob-bean: A t Wit’s End 
— a pun worthy of Mad maga­
zine) and Jon Voight — nomi­
nated for four separate films.
I  Now Pronounce You Chuck 
and Larry made out well with 
two nods, one for Kevin James 
and the other for Razzie alum­
nus Rob Schneider. In that film, 
Schneider plays the most crude 
and offensive Asian stereotype 
this side of Mickey Rooney’s 
embarrassing performance in
Breakfast at Tiffany’s. That is, 
of course, if one overlooks Eddie 
Murphy’s hideous turn as Mr. 
Wong in Norbit.
Worst Supporting 
Actress
Nicolette Sheridan proved 
that blandness on television is 
still blaridness on the big screen, 
with her yawn-inducing per­
formance in Code Name: The 
Cleaner. Juba Ormond showed 
that Lindsay Lohan isn’t  the only 
atrocity in I  Know Who Killed 
Me. Jessica Biel and Carmen 
Electra set back women’s rights 
a few years, going into full-on 
eye-candy mode for I  Know 
Pronounce You Chuck and Larry 
and Epic Movie.
Of course, this category 
wouldn’t  be complete without 
the Javier Bardem of awfulness 
that was Eddie Murphy’s deplor­
able, hateful turn as Rasputia 
in Norbit. Any good will Murphy 
achieved for his mediocre perfor­
mance in Dreamgirls was quick­
ly dashed away by his portrayal 
as one of the ugliest screen cre­
ations of the decade, inside and 
out. Murphy’s got this category 
in the bag.
Worst Actor
Nicholas Cage starts off this 
category, and instead of doing 
one awful film, goes for a tri- 
fecta of time-wasting dreck with 
Ghost Rider, National Treasure: 
Book of Secrets and Next. Some 
critics are saying that his per­
formances were only mildly bad, 
thus taking his edge from the 
competition.
Jim Carrey is slightly worse
in the incoherent mess The 
Number 23, and Cuba Gooding, 
Jr. further proves his hatred of 
winning Oscars with his perfor­
mances in Daddy Day Camp and 
Norbit.
Adam Sandler may be mak­
ing some surprising dramatic 
turns lately, but his comedies 
are as awful as ever, with I  
Now Pronounce You Chuck and 
Larry.
As bad as all these perfor­
mances are (and Gooding, Jr.’s 
is up there), Murphy deserves 
to take home that Razzie for 
his “performances” in Norbit as 
Norbit, taking the words “soul­
crushing” to a whole new level.
Worst Actress
Young actress Elisha Cuthbert 
is making a strong bid to become 
a young out of work actress, with 
her turn in Captivity, a.k.a. the 
poor-man’s Saw. However, as 
bad as she is, she’s clearly the 
weakest link in this category 
which features the romance-kill­
ing romantic comedy star Diane 
Keaton and Lindsay Lohan, 
who was nominated for her per­
formances as both Aubrey and 
Dakota in I  Know Who Killed 
Me.
The four girls of Bratz (the Z 
means it’s cool) got a collective 
nod as well.
The clear winner for this 
category, however, ought to be 
Jessica Alba. Somehow, her 
career survives after disastrous 
performances in Fantastic Four: 
Rise o f the Silver Surfer, Awake 
and worst of all, Good Luck 
Chuck. It’s as if even the nega­
tive power of Dane Cook can’t
kill her career. Maybe this will 
be the nail in the coffin.
Worst Director
Chris Siverston and Roland 
Joffe both went for generic hor­
ror with their films I  Know Who 
Killed Me and Captivity, and 
Dennis Dugan didn’t  exactly 
impose any cinematic vision into 
I  Now Pronounce You Chuck and 
Larry, but for worst director, it’s 
a two “man” race.
The “men” and “films” in 
question are Brian Robbins for 
his pathetic Norbit, and Fred 
Savage (yes, you are reading cor­
rectly, The Wonder Years star 
Fred Savage) for his should-have- 
been-direct-to-DVD Daddy Day 
Camp.
Worst Excuse for a 
Horror Movie
This new category turned 
out some consistent nominees 
like I  Know Who Killed Me and 
Captivity, as well as the less 
frequently nominated Alien Vs. 
Predator: Requiem and Hannibal 
Rising.
The big surprise of this cate­
gory is Hostel: Part II. The ques­
tion is, was Hostel: Part II  not 
horrifically awful enough to win? 
Did the film have positive attri­
butes? Was the violent imagery 
qnough to outrage Razzie voters? 
I’m saying no and banking on I  
Know Who Killed Me to pop this 
new category’s cherry.
Worst Picture
Bratzi Wow, thiz movie iz like, 
Continued on Page 15
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I  Know Who 
Killed Me: 
Dissecting a 
Catastrophe
courtesy of TriStar
A shaken Dakota (Lindsay Lohan) 
recovers in her strip club dressing 
room from a spontaneous injury 
that leaves her with a handless stub 
in I Know Who K illed  Me.
Peter Schaus 
Managing Editor
Cynics often say that the 
Academy Awards are nothing more 
than a popularity contest where 
members of the Hollywood com­
munity duke it out for solid gold 
leverage to command bigger pay- 
checks. But the company line for 
all the excessive pageantry is that 
the Oscar ceremony is intended to 
celebrate the greatest cinematic 
accomplishments of the past year.
However, the one film that could 
arguably be named the most origi­
nal, interesting and relevant of the 
year was passed over in every single 
category. In fact, it was saddled 
with nine Razzie award nomina­
tions (including Worst Actress, 
Worst Excuse for a Horror Movie, 
Worst Remake or Rip-Off and Worst 
Picture).
I  Know Who Killed Me stars 
Lindsay Lohan as Aubrey Fleming, 
a diligent student with a talent for 
creative writing and the perform­
ing arts. She has a loving family 
and a handsome boyfriend (Brian 
Geraghty) but seems more interest­
ed in the seediness that lies outside 
of her happy suburban existence.
She flirts incessantly with her 
carnally minded groundskeeper 
(Rodney Rowland) and fives vicari­
ously through Dakota, the brazen 
stripper who serves as the protago­
nist in much of her writing.
One night after a high school 
football game, Aubrey is inexpli­
cably kidnapped and has several 
of her limbs tom off by an unseen 
baddie.
After she is discovered on the 
side of the road and brought into the 
hospital, she claims tb have no rec­
ollection of the incident. She insists 
that she is Dakota and spends the 
rest of the film trying to prove it.
The audience is intrigued at this 
point. We believe, along with many 
of the supporting characters, that
Continued on Page 15
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Aubrey (or, rather, Dakota) is delusional.
I  Know Who Killed Me seems, initially, to 
be an in-depth psychological look at the 
destructive properties of trauma on the 
psyche.
In order to cope, Aubrey appears to have 
repressed the memories of her abduction 
and escaped inside the mind of her alter ego, 
Dakota. It seems only natural that Aubrey’s 
subconscious would choose Dakota to com­
municate, because the horrific nature of the 
assault would have brought Aubrey’s darker 
impulses to the surface.
I  Know Who Killed Me appears to have 
a far more interesting concept than any 
Lindsay Lohan movie has the right to claim. 
It’s almost like Sybil by way of Confessions 
of a Teenage Drama Queen.
We brush off Aubrey/Dakota’s claims 
that she is, in fact, Dakota, because the film 
seems to be saying something more.
However, the filmmakers want us to 
question whether or not Aubrey/Dakota is 
telling the truth. But we don’t. It’s an obvi­
ous red herring. There’s no way that Dakota 
could be Aubrey’s long-lost twin sister.
There’s no way that she could have magi­
cally lost her limbs at the same time that 
Aubrey did through a preternatural condi­
tion known as “twin stigmata.” There’s no 
way that Aubrey is still being held captive 
by her abductor and that Dakota is the only 
one who can find her (through telepathy, no 
less).
But she is, she did, she is and she will.
It’s not hard to make a bad movie. In 
fact, most bad movies suffer from a lack of 
creativity. If you look at the list of the film’s 
fellow Razzie nominees, most of them rely 
on cheap, easy gimmicks: Norbit has Eddie 
Murphy in various disguises, and I  Now 
Pronounce You Chuck and Larry features 
two famously heterosexual actors playing 
gay for laughs.
However, it takes a certain level of tal­
ent to make a film that’s as atrocious as 
I  Know Who Killed Me. A writer (like 
Jeff Hammond) needs to have a significant 
vision to develop a concept as ridiculous 
as “twin stigmata” and to compose a scene 
where a limbless Lindsay Lohan rides her 
twin sister’s befuddled boyfriend while her 
biological mother listens in uncomfortably.
Even the director (Chris Sivertson) was
able to take a ludicrous concept and make 
it even more preposterous. Siverston and 
cinematographer John R. Leonetti made 
the bizarre decision to shoot the parts with 
Dakota in red and the sequences with Aubrey 
in blue. Not only is this visually misleading 
(blue represents steeliness while Aubrey 
displays warmth), but it’s also unnecessarily 
pretentious.
It’s almost as if they tried to use visual 
trickery to try and distract the audience
from what I  Know Who Killed Me really is; 
namely, direct-to-DVD fare that got a theat­
rical release due to the public’s train wreck 
fascination with its troubled star.
Ironically enough, it’s that very notion 
that makes the film what it ultimately is. 
The fact that it’s a Lindsay Lohan movie 
elevates it past its status as simply a crappy 
movie.
When analyzing I  Know Who Killed 
Me, it’s important to look at it in relation 
to Lindsay Lohan’s other films. The film 
has drawn many comparisons to Lohan’s 
first feature, Disney’s remake of The Parent 
Trap. After all, both films feature Lohan as 
long-lost twins who reunite under strange 
circumstances.
When Lohan was arrested for her most 
recent DUI (the week before I  Know Who 
Killed Me hit theaters), several projects
she was attached to were forced to shut 
down. One studio executive famously told 
Entertainment Weekly that it would be 
almost impossible to get insurance for the 
actress now.-In that case, I  Know Who 
Killed Me could very well be her last film. It 
seems fitting that her career would come full 
circle.
If you watch The Parent Trap now, you 
can see that Lohan is plucky, virtuous and 
endearing — a winning combination for the
marketing team at Disney. You can see the 
dollar signs in their eyes as they developed 
her into an easily accessible product to sell 
in TV movies for The Wonderful World of 
Disney like Life-Size and summer block­
busters like Freaky Friday and Herbie: 
Fully Loaded.
The problerii with “Lindsay Lohan” the 
brand was that it wasn’t  real. When the 
truth came out about the drugs, sex and 
incessant partying, we were fascinated. Our 
interest shifted from her fictional exploits on 
the big screen to her real-life drama in the 
tabloids. The once accessible actress became 
wildly out of touch, allowing us to remove 
ourselves enough to treat her public demise 
as a spectator sport.
She and Britney Spears became the 
scapegoats of our disillusionment with the 
American Dream. The people who were
richer, prettier, thinner and more successful 
were being stripped of their royalty, and we 
were all too happy to time in.
I  Know Who Killed Me makes sure to 
capitalize on this idea. Scene after scene of 
the movie features Lohan humiliated in one 
way or another. If she isn’t  writhing around 
half naked for dollar bills in a seedy strip 
club, she’s being fitted for ridiculous robotic 
appendages.
There’s an extended torture porn 
sequence where Lohan has various parts 
of her body slowly and agonizingly tom off. 
The scene is gratuitous and unnecessary 
and seems to have been included for the sole 
purpose of giving the sicker members of the 
audience yet another opportunity to glean 
pleasure from Lohan’s misery.
However, in a film that takes every pos­
sible opportunity to humiliate her, Lindsay 
Lohan gives her best performance to date. 
When she plays Aubrey, we get a glimpse 
of the Disney-groomed Lindsay Lohan. She 
flashes her iconic coy smile and speaks in a 
soft whisper several octaves higher than her 
natural, throaty brogue. There is, however, 
something disingenuous about it. It’s almost 
as if she’s playing a caricature of herself.
It isn’t until she steps into Dakota’s role, 
and all the repressed rage and frustration 
comes to the surface, that we see the real 
Lindsay Lohan. She yells at the doctors and 
detectives and begs them to trust her when 
she says that she isn’t  who they think.
-Although she is trying to convince them 
1 that she’s Dakota and not Aubrey, she seems 
to be "saying the same thing to us. She’s not 
a product to pad the wallets of greedy execu­
tives. She’s not the Aubrey we thought she 
was on screen, and she’s not the Dakota we 
made her out to be in the press. She’s not a 
train wreck or a scapegoat. She’s a person.
One of the final shots of the movie fea­
tures a badly beaten Lindsay Lohan lying 
on the ground, covered in blood and dirt. 
It would be giving the creators of I  Know 
Who Killed Me too much credit to assume 
that they fully grasped the relevance of this 
image.
However, in a season that celebrates the 
greatest artistic achievements in modem 
cinema, it seems strange that the film that 
says the most about American culture is also 
considered one of the worst.
courtesy of TriStar
Aubrey (Lindsay Lohan) made a chunk of change stripping until her limbs started falling 
off at random in / Know Who K illed  Me.
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totally my new BFF. IDK why thiz didn’t  get 
nominated for an AAN (Academy Award 
Nomination, for all you squarez).
Daddy Day Camp: This lame Eddie 
Murphy sequel (not featuring Eddie Murphy) 
may have been a lousy movie, but was it bad 
enough to win Razzie voter support? I’m 
guessing not.
I  Know Who Killed Me: Lindsay Lohan’s 
own The Number 23 was big on unintention­
al humor, but will that round-about enjoy­
ment be enough to keep it from winning the 
top dishonor?
I  Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry. 
This is quite a strong contender. With the 
Asian stereotype of Rob Schneider and the 
cmde, unfunny humor, this is a true piece 
of coal in a year of cinematic diamonds. It 
had the audacity to make heterosexist jokes 
while still claiming to be pro-gay rights, but 
will the film’s muddled signals be enough for 
it to bring home the Golden Raspberry?
Norbit. This wretched, repugnant “com­
edy” was the absolute worst, most atrocious, 
vomit-inducing film-to be released this year, 
featuring one of the most vile, degrading 
film characters in recent memory (Murphy’s
Rasputia). This movie offends every sensibil­
ity I hold dear, not as a film critic, not as a 
movie lover, but as a decent human being.
The mere thought that anybody believed 
that any frame in this film was worthy of 
seeing the fight of day forces me to weep for 
the future of the human race.
This movie is the cinematic equivalent of 
being shot in the knee-caps, getting instantly 
healed and then being immediately shot 
again.
The Academy Award nominated film (for 
Best Make-up) in case you were wondering is 
a spit in the face to all laws of human decen­
cy. Basically, it’s the clear front-irunner.
What are we, too good for you? 
Films the Razzies^nubbed
It came as no surprise that Amanda 
Bynes’ tween remake of Snow White, Sydney 
White (this movie has seven dorks instead of 
dwarves ... genius!), didn’t  exactly blow crit­
ics and audiences away. What was a surprise 
was the lack of a single nomination from the 
Razzies.
For the weekend warriors without any­
thing resembling good taste, the gay-panic 
flick Wild Hogs must have been a revelation, 
with its lazy mid-fife crisis humor, and did I 
mention the gay jokes? How did this not get 
nominated?
Furthermore, in the year of Lohan, where 
were the props for Georgia Rule? The multi- 
generational Razzies for Jane Fonda and 
Felicity Huffman would have been so 
heart-warming.
Finally, Because I  Said So, 
Southland Tales and License to Wed 
all have Mandy Moore in common, and 
yet, no nominations for any of her per­
formances.
Speaking of License to Wed, Robin 
Williams (who starred in the film) 
is overdue for a lifetime achievement 
award for awfulness on celluloid.
Regardless of what happens at this year’s 
Razzies, whether your favorite actress wins 
out or none of your picks get recognized, just 
remember, another bad year of filmmaking 
awaits us.
And with the new Paris Hilton film The 
Hottie and the Nottie, next year should be 
one for the books. Who am I kidding? Paris
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Guitar), Gerry Soman (Guitar), Steve 
V ik (Bass), Scott lig b tsey  (Drums)Sounds Like: Velvet Revolver, Jim my E at Worid, Eoo F ilt e r s ,
U sed and My Chemical Romance.Myspace: http-7Avww.myspace.com/pennyroyals
The PennyRoyals has been described as raw yet refined and expbàve but 
melodic The band delivers powerful choruses that include big rock hooks 
with searing guitars. The band is known for their live shows, which 
de iver e n e r^ t t i tu d e  and passion at every performance^Lead ^nger 
Mike Bender recalls the band’s recent performance at The Vans WarpeO 
Tour by saying. “The fans are so accepting and really put themselves out
^A lthough  beai to the N.J./NY music scene, this band' is 
breaking through to the mainstream. They
Angeles to write a  song with Mitch. Allan <SR-7l, yaugnt yj. y 
Will soon be flying to  Los Angeles again to record with producer/engi- 
neer Mike Plotnikoff (All American Rejects, Buckcherry, My Chemical 
fomance, Papa Roach). “The best for us is yet to come, Bender says. courtesy of Peter Marescc
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Massachusetts.' Their high-energy shows draw
T1 • rnn,tontlv modified set list of new hits and classic stanclaicls Keeps ians
°f the fiw membf r a^  r a range of genres- cause, u ■ t ifooneed cantures the essence of each band they covei.
One nieht out; at local bar Junkyard, echoes of Journey's "Don t Stop Believing 
B  be h( ,d A magnetic crowd surrounded the stage. 1 looked to see if it was 
SSd What i th o u g h t^  discovered that St
Instead, I found Lifespeed, whose next song on the set list was a ciowd pleaset oy 
Metallica. The band had something for everyone that night.
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suddenly it’s an interracial couple. And I 
don’t  care. It’s about who’s the most talented 
getting the parts.”
Rhimes, 37, grew up in the Chicago 
suburb of Park Forest South, the youngest 
of five children. Her mother was a univer­
sity professor, and her father was a univer­
sity administrator; they did not want to see 
their daughter become a starving writer.
She attended Marion Catholic High 
School and graduated from Dartmouth 
College in 1991 with a bachelor of arts in 
English literature.
As a student there, she served as direc­
tor of the Black Undergraduate Theater and 
Arts Association. Rhimes received her mas­
ter of arts from the University of Southern 
California School of Cinema-Television in
Fine Arts where she was awarded the Gary Golden Globe for Grey’s Anatomy as Best 
Rosenberg Writing Fellowship. Drama TV Series.
No stranger to celebrities, she has writ- “Overnight she went from independent 
ten scripts for Scrubs; the HBO movie screenwriter and single mom to a public fig-
Introducing Dorothy 
Dandridge with 
Halle Berry (which 
earned Berry 
a Golden Globe 
and an Emmy);
Crossroads with
Britney Spears and The Princess Diaries 
II: The Royal Engagement, where she got to 
meet her idol, Julie Andrews.
She currently has a three-picture deal 
with Disney Studios and an arrangement 
with Touchstone to develop other TV shows, 
according to Ebony. In 2007, she won a
'I thought there was something 
really sexy about surgery."
ure, the guiding force 
and creative engine 
for more than 200 
employees,” said 
Sandra Oh, who por­
trays Dr. Yang, in an 
article which listed 
Rhimes as #20 in Time magazine’s Time 
100.
Rhimes plays a unique role in the show 
by approving scripts from writers, par­
ticipating in casting and choosing the music 
used in each episode.
What makes Grey’s different from other
Continued from Page 13
medical dramas like ER is it combines medi­
cine with personal relationships, creating a 
show we can all relate to and sympathize 
with. Fans of the show include such celebri­
ties as Oprah Winfrey.
When the fates of many television shows 
were left uncertain after the Writers Guild 
of America went on strike, Rhimes joined 
the picket lines along with her actors. She 
announced on her blog that the first new 
episode of Grey’s will air at the end of April.
To the guys out there, Grey’s Anatomy is 
more than just the “chick show” that Rhimes 
told TV Guide it was. Yes, there is something 
even us college students have in common 
with Rhimes when we write our papers. She 
too does her “writing late at night and early 
in the morning.”
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What a difference a year makes. 
At this time last year, Class One 
Concerts barely had a leg to stand 
on when talk turned to the fund­
ing of their annual flagship event, 
Montclairfest.
In past years of the concert, poor 
weather, non-existent advertising 
and lack of big-name talent had all 
taken their toll on the reputation 
of the festival. Two yearn ago, Juelz 
Santana walked off of the stage in 
the Student Center Ballrooms 17 
minutes into his set in front of a 
merecrowd of400 people.
The organization was being 
considered for recharterm ent 
as a Class II organization last 
year. The thought of not funding 
Montclairfest was considered by the 
Student Government Association. 
After years of shoddy leadership, 
one of Montclair State Universitys 
most prized student organizations 
seemed on the brink of extinction.
And then a funny thing hap- 
: pened, Then-C 1C Treasurer Will 
Senedzuk took charge, provid­
ing the face for the organization, 
answering tough questions of past 
failures with candor and honesty.
The SGA compromised, allow­
ing for last year to be their “last 
chance” with the event. With their 
backs against the wall, ClC’s execu­
tion of Montclairfest 2007 delivered 
with a sold-out crowd and popular, 
exciting bands like Straylight Run 
and Houston CaUs headlming the 
concert.
With Senedzuk calling the shots, 
Montclairfest 2007 turned out to be 
an across-the-board success. Now 
thathe’s president of the organiza­
tion, the MSU campus turns its 
' gaze toward what’s in store for the 
2008 edition.
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promises to improve on last year’s 
success. At Wednesday’s SGA meet­
ing, $109,000 was approved for the 
April 26 event. This is nearly dou­
ble the budget of last year’s affair.
Although no names have been 
confirmed yet, rumors of marquee 
artists, such as survey favorites 
Brand New, Khianna and Ciara, 
have been passed around. However, 
Rhianna and Ciara have been con­
firmed as too pricey for Montclairfest 
and Class One Concert’s budget. 
The prices for these artists are
nearly that of last year’s entire 
budget.
C1C has also been proposing 
to get other organizations to get 
involved in Montclairfest. in an 
attempt to unite the campus. The 
event would become more than just 
a concert of some bands, but a day in 
which all aspects of Montclair cul­
ture are on display and embraced 
by the student body.
Think of another Homecoming 
weekend, only without the domi­
nance of Greeks.
The concert is scheduled to be 
held in the amphitheater outside 
of the Kasser Theater, regardless 
of rain or shine. Much of the show’s 
success will be contingent upon the 
weather of that day. There is no rain 
date or alternate site for the event, 
which is risky. However, it shows 
confidence that there will be anoth­
er good turnout at Montclairfest 
2008, regardless of the weather.
Credit should be granted when 
credit is due, which is why C1C 
deserves a lot of kudos for what 
they have done to turn around the 
group that seemed doomed to fail 
just one year ago. Senedzuk worked
under pressure last year to deliver 
a surprising success, even more 
impressive when his relative inex­
perience is taken into account.
With more experience and money 
to work with, expectations are run­
ning high. C1C has shown that 
their group is truly functioning in 
the best interest of the student 
body.
Their ambition, manifested in 
ideas like holding multiple gigs on 
April 26 to suit Montclair’s diverse 
collection of tastes, provides an 
example for other student organi­
zations to follow.
It’s well-known that MSU isn’t  
exactly a hot bed of fervent school 
spirit. Events like Montclairfest are 
integral to generating pride and 
recreation, especially on a commut­
er campus where most students 
don’t  get their fill of the so-called 
“college experience.”
ClC’s done their part so far, and 
the SGA has done theirs in green- 
lif tin g  the budget request. The 
staff of The Montelarion anxiously 
awaits April 26 so the campus of 
MSU can give the semester the 
send-off it deserves, *.
Lou Cunningham I The Montelarion
Thumbs up to Dan Erhardt for raising morale at MSU sporting events.
Thumbs down to classes on President’s Day.
Thumbs up to the additional funds appropriated for Montclairfest.
Thumbs down to MSU athletes playing home games in high school gyms.
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Why Obama Stands to Denver the White House
Once the Parly's Longshot, Barack Obama Represents the Democrats'
.Bill Clinton referred to his candidacy as 
the “biggest fairy tale,” and maybe he was 
right. Barack Obama, the freshman Senator
from Illinois, 
has already 
become the 
most success­
ful black pol­
itician in the 
country’s his­
tory. Against 
the odds, 
he’s, emerged 
from Super 
Tuesday and 
its ensuing 
e l e c t i o n s  
not tra il­
ing (as was 
expec t ed) ,  
but slightly 
ahead of his 
leading competition, Hillary Clinton.
And with less than nine months to go 
before America selects its 44th President, 
the Democratic party is still uncertain about 
who is to compete on their behalf. Here 
in February, however, recent events have 
indicated a growing momentum for the 46- 
year-old Senator. Take his fundraising, for 
example: Hillary’s $13.5 million total in 
January was far short of Obama’s $32 mil­
lion.
Or consider a poll conducted by CNN 
three weeks ago that had Obama leading 
McCain 52 percent to 44 percent head-to- 
head nationwide (Clinton lags significantly 
behind McCain in many similar polls).
All this before his surprising resiliency 
through Super Tuesday. Before his four- 
state sweep two weeks ago. With victories 
in the Potomac, Hawaii and Wisconsin,
Obama has now taken the delegate lead by 
nearly all counts. Clinton is now in the hot 
seat, as Obama’s 10 consecutive primary 
victories has put her campaign on the ropes. 
Essentially, the upcoming Ohio and Texas 
primaries of March 4 represent her last 
stand. Even the almighty “superdelegates,” 
elected Democratic officials who choose their 
candidate outside of popular voting results, 
are having second thoughts about subscrib­
ing fully to the Clinton campaign machine.
Obama’s a legitimate candidate, all right, 
and he just might be the Democrats’ ticket 
to the White House.
Yes, Hillary has won several major states 
like California and most of the Northeast. 
But these states are going to vote Democrat 
in November anyway. The real key lies in 
what Obama’s been able to accomplish in 
traditional Republican strongholds like the 
the South and Midwest. These are states the 
Democrats need, and large turnouts indicate 
an enthusiasm that will be revisited come 
November.
It’s definitely telling how no Republican 
candidate dare raise the subject of support 
for their two-term, incumbent President 
— that’s how unpopular Bush has become. 
If change is what the American people really 
want, then the continued empowerment of 
a Democratic-controlled Congress and the
installment of Obama would certainly make 
for a resounding statement.
He’s also a man who can unite his party 
and tie together its ideologies, something 
that’s a high priority for any candidate. 
The continued victories for Mike Huckabee, 
a candidate on the brink of mathematical 
elimination, send a resounding message: 
many conservatives don’t  trust McCain.
And if he’s ever to sew up the party in his 
election push and beyond, he’ll have to make
some policy concessions in the near future. 
He’ll be pressured to reveal himself more as 
a “true conservative” and continue to pull 
the country down the course charted by the 
current administration.
So let’s say the race for 2008 is Barack 
Obama versus John McCain. How confident 
is the McCain camp in knowing that many 
independents may soon have the handsome, 
charming Barack Obama as the alternative 
to the disappointing, elderly, GOP status 
quo?
With Obama allied not just with his 
devotees but the anti-Bush lobby as well, his 
appeal will be widespread and formidable, 
much more than Hillary, who isn’t  the most 
favorable candidate to oppose the Arizona 
Senator. He’s fairly moderate and has defi­
nite appeal to independent voters.
She doesn’t  strike people as genuine, has
Best Bet in November
a tendency to be shrill in public and doesn’t 
have the most consistent voting record. She 
is absolutely vilified by the conservative forc­
es in this country and figures to be smeared 
on a level previously unheard of in American 
politics in the heat of the national race.
One could make the argument that 
Hillary has more appeal to moderates than 
Obama does and that she’d stand to gain his 
black, Latino and young voters should he 
drop out. But there’s a catch — these groups 
don’t  traditionally vote in large numbers.
The strong showings of first-time voters 
in this election so far strongly suggest belief 
in Barack Obama the individual, not the 
Democratic party and whoever its front man 
happens to be. This man’s popularity is a 
true American phenomenon and should be 
exercised to its maximum effectiveness.
What matters most is getting the White 
House back in the hands of a Democrat. The 
last thing we need is another President who 
considers himself (or herself) the smartest 
person in the room and God’s choice to lead 
the world. Rather, someone who delegates 
responsibility, who listens to the ideas of 
others, who shapes the best policies overall 
and who then is capable of selling such plans 
to the American public is best suited for the 
job.
The candidate who pulls in the most vot­
ers will win the 2008 Presidential election. 
It’s as simple as that. Democrats should 
recognize which way the wind’s blowing 
and pledge their full support behind Obama 
immediately. Indications are that millions 
have already gotten the memo; it’s time for 
the rest of liberal America to follow suit as 
the Denver convention nears.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is  in his second 
year as Editor-in-Chief of The Montclarion.
KARL 
DE VRIES 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
“He’s also a man who can unite his party and tie together its 
ideologies, something that’s a high priority for any candidate... 
What matters most is getting the White House back in the hands of 
a Democrat.”
University Shootings Question MSB’s Safety
Tragedies at Northern Illinois, Louisiana Tech Raise Questions About Montclair Emergency Plans
“What does Montclair State have to offer other than a delayed text 
message to our RAVE cellular phones?”
Recent tragedies at Louisiana Community 
and Technical College, Northern Illinois 
University and — even closer to home — at
1 / ‘If
St. Peter’s 
College and 
Seton Hall 
Un i ve r s i t y  
bring focus 
to emergency 
response and 
communica­
tion systems 
at our own 
university.
These are
KRISTIE
serious ques­
tions that
CATTAFI seem to be
ASSISTANT NEWS i g n o r*e d .
EDITOR R e c e n t l y ,  
at a Board
of Trustees meeting, Montclair State 
University’s lack of a plan to evacuate the 
entire campus in case of an emergency was 
addressed. MSU is giving the impression 
that unless a problem occurs, there is no 
need for a plan, but by that time it may be 
too late.
Last week at Seton Hall, a man came 
onto campus and shot himself in a dormi­
tory hall. It was later discovered that he 
was looking for a SHU student. At Northern 
Illinois, an alumnus returned to campus 
and opened fire in a lecture hall, killing six 
and wounding several others with a total of 
21 victims.
Montclair also has an open campus pol­
icy, where anyone can walk onto campus 
— just like SHU and NIU. Since MSU is 
an open campus, are there any extra safety 
precautions taking place? Just this past 
September, a man who was not a student 
and did not have any ties to the school 
whatsoever made a threat at the Red Hawk 
Diner. To refresh everyone’s memory, the 
exact threat was “I’m going to kill all white 
people on campus; I’m going to get my M63; 
I want to rape all black women.”
The man was later identified and taken 
into police custody, but what if next time 
we aren’t  as fortunate? Campus emergency 
plans need to look at the worst-case scenario 
for every possible situation. That man could 
have easily left the diner and started to 
shoot people.
Earlier this month in Louisiana, a stu­
dent opened fire on two other students, kill­
ing both of-them and herself.
Unlike Montclair, Louisiana has a 
thought-out emergency plan and makes sure 
their students are fully aware of what it is.
Starting with freshmen orientation, stu­
dents are informed about the school’s emer­
gency response plan. At the beginning of 
every semester, faculty members receive a 
notice regarding the plan and are asked to 
read it to their students. In addition, there
is mandated safety training for employees 
in workshops, online training sessions and a 
college-issued safety manual for the campus. 
There are also two full-time campus security 
guards who work in shifts from 7 a.m. to 9 
p.m.
Louisiana was well-prepared for such a 
situation, and tragedy still hit the campus. 
No matter how well-prepared a college cam­
pus is, bad luck can strike at any time, but 
at least they had an emergency plan. What 
does Montclair State have to offer other than 
a delayed text message to our RAVE cellular 
phones?
If something were to happen to the MSU 
community, there would be complete chaos. 
We are unprepared as students and as a 
college. Unfortunately, there is no plan of 
action until it is already too late.
Last semester, a bomb threat was called 
into to University Hall. The building was 
evacuated and reopened later that day. The 
bomb threat was called in at 10:40 a.m., yet 
the first e-mail notification was at 11:50 
a.m., over an horn- later.
For students who do not have or use 
RAVE phones, like myself, the e-mail was 
the first notice given. For such a threaten­
ing event, the students should have been 
notified much sooner.
Yesterday, a bomb threat was made at 
St. Peter’s College in Jersey City. The bomb 
threat, as stated in a note, said that there 
were several bombs in different buildings on 
campus.
St. Peter’s bomb threat was more serious 
than ours in University Hall, but it was a 
bomb threat nonetheless and emergency 
precautions were taken. In addition to a 
three-hour campus lockdown, police officers 
and more than 20 dogs conducted a building- 
by-building search for explosives.
St. Peter’s College obviously had an emer­
gency evacuation plan for the entire campus, 
unlike Montclair. We may have been fortu­
nate last semeseter with an isolated bomb 
threat, but that’s exactly what Montclair is 
basing campus safety on: luck.
If the bomb threat was taken as seri­
ously as it should have been, surrounding 
buildings such as the Student Center and 
Partridge Hall, which are only feet away 
from University Hall, would have also been 
evacuated.
If there was a bomb, no one would have 
been hurt because they were in University 
Hall, but the students walking outside and 
the people in surrounding buildings would 
have suffered.
These problems need to be addressed now 
and not later, when it could be too late. We 
cannot afford to have a similiar incident to 
the other college campuses.
Kristie Cattafi, an English major, is in her first 
year as Assistant News Editor for 
The Montclarion.
-“Sè-
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Who’s Afraid of Big, Bad Trade?
Globalization Helps Trade with Major International Markets and Developing World Powers
An article written in the Wall Street 
Journal some time ago has recently 
recaptured my interest as the upcoming
Presidential 
e l e c t i o n s  
come near. 
The article, 
for all of 
those cool 
people with 
a penchant 
for interna­
tional trade 
theory, dis­
cusses a 
small firm 
in Kansas 
that has ben­
efited from 
i n c r e a s e d  
global trade. 
This partic­
ular firm happens to be small and privately 
run, and the CEO and manager are one and 
the same. The article interviews the CEO 
as he discusses all of the new countries to 
which he now exports his conveyor belts.
The main theme of the article, while not 
particularly surprising to trade scholars, 
mentions that due to increased free trade, 
smaller firms are now being able to partici­
pate more fully in the world economy than 
previously. So, while the article was quite 
lovely bathroom reading material at the 
time, it only really came back to mind after 
continually witnessing the Presidential can­
didates stepping up their tirade against 
trade at the behest of politically important 
allies, like the AFL-CIO, which even has 
the audacity to prevent poor countries from
importing modem technology.
These candidates have said or written, in 
one form or another, probably with help from 
the antiglobalization crowd, that globaliza­
tion works only for the big corporate inter­
ests and hurts the little guy. Globalization, 
as we are told, works only to enrich large, 
transnational corporate interests, while the 
small producers have been shut out. The 
article is a wonderful qualitative example 
of how this view violates strong empirical 
work done by trade economists. Free trade 
has brought enormous net benefits to all of 
the nations that have embraced it, and the 
extensive volume of trade literature cannot 
even begin to be touched upon here. Both 
producers and consumers have reaped huge 
benefits from America’s embrace of NAFTA 
and global free trade in general.
But to say that trade works only for large 
firms while smaller ones are left in the cold 
is out of touch with the evidence from both 
rich and poor countries alike. One particu­
lar benefit, which has really discredited the 
antiglobalization movement in particular, 
has shown quite conclusively that increased 
trade has made countries less subject to 
adverse movements in a given export sec­
tor. Countries that have embraced trade 
have substantially increased their degree of 
export diversification.
As an example, Chile has significantly 
reduced its exposure to adverse movements 
in copper prices by about 20 percent of 
exports. Other countries, like Venezuela, 
which relies heavily on the export of crude 
oil and has been increasingly moving to 
socialism, will find themselves in a possible 
crisis if there is a short-run drop in world 
prices given an insensitive demand (that is,
inelastic demand) for crude oil in the short- 
run. The fact that most of Venezuela’s heavy 
crude is high in sulfur means that it relies 
even more on the technological sophistica­
tion provided by American oil refiners.
When countries find ways to reduce trade 
barriers against imports, the result is that 
firms, especially smaller ones, are able to 
find profitable opportunities to export goods 
and services that were unprofitable to export 
when trade barriers were higher. Trade 
scholars have known that developed coun­
tries have typically engaged in more trade 
than developing countries and that their 
exports are far more diversified because of 
this. The same result is proving true for 
developing countries as they abandon the 
protectionist and Marxist errors of their 
past. Brazil has realized this as a former 
Marxist and advocate of dependency the­
ory, former President Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso, began transitioning Brazil to a 
freer economy, among other crucial reforms.
The increase in export diversification 
occurs because the export sector does not 
just sell more of the same things to the rest 
of the world: rather, they find ways to sell 
new things that were only just able to be 
sold profitably in regional and national mar­
kets. So, it is not just Boeing, McDonald’s or 
Goldman Sachs selling more aircraft, Happy 
Meals and. investment banking services. It 
is also smaller firms, like the manufacturer 
of conveyor belts in Kansas exporting, or 
going back to the example of Chile, their 
exports of fresh fruit, out of season in the 
American market.
New research on the subject has drawn 
some fascinating insights. While high- 
income countries are overall quite diversi­
fied and experience an increase in export 
diversification over a long range of per- 
capita real income, after a certain point, 
the export diversification process slightly 
lessens at the margin but really does not 
adversely affect them. This is due to the fact 
that developed countries trade most often 
with other developed countries, in similar 
products. This proved to be a dilemma 
for trade scholars until it was shown that 
their models were based on inappropriate 
assumptions of perfect competition, when in 
reality, producers in output markets have 
some degree of market power; that is, they 
are imperfectly competitive industries in 
which long-run scale economies prevail.
For these developing countries, the 
research shows that as per-capita, real 
income increases at the margin, overall 
export concentration falls dining economic 
development, until they approach income 
levels that converge to that of developed 
countries. The traditional exports have 
always taken a large proportion of the 
export percentage, but as their incomes 
increase from low levels, there is a very large 
increase in the export of goods and services 
from smaller firms that make these nations 
less subject to adverse movements in a given 
sector.
So, the next time some politician or intel­
lectual attacks these so-called corporate 
behemoths, firms in which they probably 
are already invested anyway, point to the 
evidence that trade helps make countries 
wealthier and less dependent on particular 
exports and keeps small business strong.
Joseph Sullivan, an economics major, is in his 
first year as columnist for The Montclarion.
JOSEPH
SULLIVAN
COLUMNIST
Q uestion o f th e Week:What safety measure is M S U  most in need of? W hy?
Yesenia
Barias
Freshman
Early
Childhood
Education
Masiel
Nunez
Freshman
Justice
Studies
Anthony
DeCosmo
Junior
Marketing
Angela
Farrell
Freshman
English
1 believe there should 
be [security] cam eras in 
the hallw ays as well 
as outside of dorms.**
u \ think we need met­
al detectors outside ev­
ery building to prevent 
school shootings.**
**There should be a 
set plan for all students 
to follow in the event 
of an emergency.**
^R and om  security 
stations around cam ­
pus or something 
better than RAVE.**
Super Fan DAN says real \  
Red Hawk fans write for \ 
me Mon tel arlon's T
opinion sectio n^  : I l i  Contact MSUOplnton@ftnail.com
Sam Gherman | The Montclarion
Opinion
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT: with Dr. Theodora Price
Prof. Price Writes His "Dear Jon" Letter to Governor Corzine and Addresses N.J. Finances
To Jon Corzine, Governor of New Jersey, 
who’s working on his Feb. 26-July 1 Budget 
Message about what budget monies to freeze
or what 
s p e n d i n g  
cuts to make. 
C o n s i d e r ,  
Jon: You’ve 
already, in 
the current 
budget, cut 
a p p r o p r i a ­
tions for high­
er ed., asking 
for a hiring 
freeze, ask­
ing everyone, 
including us 
in higher ed. 
(that includes 
M o n t c l a i r  
State) to do
And yet, as far as I know, we’ve been hir­
ing new faculty and new administrators left 
and right, and spending away as though it 
were going out of style.
Scuttlebut has it (that’s an old World 
War II term for rumor) that if you don’t 
want a spending increase in the next state 
budget, that’ll mean $2.5 billion in budget 
cuts. College presidents don’t want you to do 
that, Jon. Here at Montclair State, faculty 
have been told to swamp you with letters 
and phone calls (probably at state expense), 
to spend more, not less, on higher ed. It’s 
my understanding, perhaps mistaken, that 
we have a whole, highly paid unit here at 
Montclair State to lobby you, state senators 
and assemblymen, to increase allotments to 
higher ed.
You’ve said, I hear, that Unless we cut 
spending, you’ll have to slash property tax 
rebates, lay off state workers or slash state 
police services. I ask you to check with Alan 
Rockoff, executive director of our N.J. State 
Investigation, who wrote that brilliant, blis­
tering 2007 report that includes waste in 
state services, some perhaps fraudulent,
DR. TED 
PRICE 
FACULTY 
COLUMNIST
more with less.
some perhaps ethically approaching the 
UMDNJ scandal. I hardly think Montclair 
State falls into that category, though as a 
saddened Rutgers Ph.D., I’m not so sure that 
Rutgers doesn’t.
Ask Alan to show you the section in the 
2007 SIC report on Tabers: travel expenses. 
As part of my current audit here at Montclair 
State, that I’m writing, partly as relaxation 
from my Hitchcock, Shakespeare and Ibsen 
studies, partly as a duty to my poor departed 
wife, who has her degree from Montclair 
State, I plan to go over every approved travel 
voucher to see what’s been spent by whom 
on (possibly) excessive travel and conference
• Judith 
Human
• Thomas 
Institutional
• J u d ith  
L ibrary
• K athryn 
Dean, School
• Geoffrey 
College of
Hain, Vice 
Resources: 
Haynes, Vice 
Advancement: 
Hunt ,  
Services: 
M artell, 
of Business: 
Newman, 
the Arts:
President,
$147,000.
President,
$144,000.
Dean,
$132,000.
Associate
$133,000.
Dean, 
$166,000. 
School of• - Alan Oppenheim, Dean 
Business: $171,000. (Alan’s going back to 
teaching. Will he keep his dean salary?)
• KarenPennington, VicePresident, Student 
Development and Campus Life: $161,000.
that’ll mean $2.5 billion in budget cuts. College presidents don’t 
want you to do that, Jon. Here at Montclair State, faculty have been 
told to swamp you with letters and phone calls (probably at state 
expense), to spend more, not less, on higher ed.”
travel.
Hold fast, Jon. Don’t let the lobbyists 
influence you. As a successful businessman 
like your close friend, Frank Lautenberg, 
you know that higher education is too impor­
tant to be left to college professors and 
college executives. Doing more with less, 
rather than less with more.
Consider the following. Here’s a list of 
salaries at Montclair State for college execu­
tives here that my girlfriend (OPRA) got for 
me as a Valentine’s Day present:
• Joan Ficke, Associate Provost: $136,000.
• Edward Chapel, Vice President,
Information Technology: $173,000.
• Gregory Brassier, Vice President,
University Facilities: $178,000.
• Donald; Cipullo, Vice President,
Finance arid Treasury: $136,000!
• Claire Taub, Interim Dean, College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences: $140,000.
• Ada Beth Cutler, Dean, College of 
Education and Human Services: $175,000.
• Robert Prezant, Dean, College of 
Science and Mathematics: $167,000.
• Richard Lynde, Provost and Vice 
President Academic Affairs: $200,000.
All of the above include considerable ben­
efits. Susan A. Cole, President of Montclair 
State: $285,000 (though this figure is per­
haps in some dispute) and not only does not 
include the considerable benefits, but (as I 
do believe, though I may be mistaken) free 
living quarters in the President’s mansion.
Our provost is retiring as of July 1, 
and a new provost has just been hired and 
confirmed. Cole (with a smile) did not give 
me his salary when I formally asked her 
for it. My girlfriend OPRA wept when she 
heard this, and plans to take up the matter 
with the university’s top lawyer, Valerie Van 
Buren, to plead my request. '
I’ve left someone out — Kenneth Bain, 
Vice Provost for Instruction, Academic 
Affairs, and Director of Teaching and 
Learning Resource Center: $172,000. Ken
has, for the upcoming year, a charming 
program of “mentoring,” where faculty will 
be paid a stipend of $1,000 each, with a 
dedicated paid-for dinner program and (as I 
hope) an inexpensive mid-year retreat some­
where.
Ken is the author of an eminently respect­
ed book What the Best College Teachers Do, 
that’s won all sorts of accolades and prizes 
and has been translated into nine lan­
guages. But I took Ken’s recent seminar as 
preparation for an MSU managerial audit 
(he thought I was kidding when I said that 
was why I was attending the seminar; but 
of course we all know: I kid you not). Ken 
is a gentle, earnest, intelligent, well-mean­
ing man with an important book. But as 
I pointed out to him and now to you all, 
dear readers, it has a single flaw — while it 
describes what all these respected teachers 
do to earn their accolades, it does not tell 
how to measure the learning results of their 
students, which, after all, is the name of the 
college teaching game, is it not, Jon?
I’m a college professor myself, an English 
college professor, and I modestly claim that I 
have a teaching method to introduce English 
majors and others to the most famous and 
influential poem in English of the 20th cen­
tury (T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land”), better 
than any other Montclair State University 
professor. I can do this in an hour. And I 
can teach any college professor how to teach 
this great poem too. (Most of my upper-level 
English majors have never read the poem. I 
know because I’ve asked them, Jon.) •
When I asked Ken to come and see me 
teach “The Waste Land,” he declined. In the 
future, I plan to challenge him or any other 
English professor to do battle with me in 
this teaching spree. Meanwhile, Jon; stick 
to your guns. Think about all of the above 
salaries.
A revision of that first line from Eliot’s 
poem — It looks like April is not the cruel­
lest month. February, perhaps, is.
Dr. Ted Price is a professor in the English 
department at Montclair State University.
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The following aré responses to (he arti­
cle “The Phonics o f Ebonies,” writ­
ten by Douglas M cIntyre, that was 
printed in la st week's ■ - edition o f 
The Montclarion:
This Thursday evening I was told by 
a friend that I should read an article in 
The Montclarion. When my friend told me 
that ft was qn article dedicated to African 
American Heritage month, I thought it was 
going to be an article that honored the many 
African Americans who contributed great­
ness- and excellence to our country, but to my 
surprise, it was quite the opposite.
The feature article dedicated to Black 
History month was “The Phonics of Ebonics” 
by Douglas McIntyre. How doss tins article 
celebrate and honor the Africans who were 
brought here in chains and denied very basic 
human rights? How does this article honor 
the ti j^Mfcahds who himg from trees as men, 
women and children sat around gazing at 
their lifeless black bodies, as though ft was a
sport? How does this article honor the great 
minds of W.E.B. DuBois, the courage of Ida 
B. Wells, the vision of Marcus Garvey, the 
brilliance of Malcolm Xor the determination 
of Fannie Lou Hamer? If you read some of 
these names and are clueless or under-edU- 
| rated about their contribution to the nation, 
maybe “The Phonics of Ebonics” should have 
been replaced by an article that exposed the 
campus totheir greatness.
What does this article suggest about 
the contribution African American« have 
made to our country? What .stereotypes are 
being reinforced? (Parse and take a m inute! 
to think about that.) 1 am not against an 
article approaching &  subject ; of Ebonics, 
but I am offended that the wrftbr would put 
an  article about Ebonics under the heading 
of celebrating African American Heritage 
month. As a student of African descent,
I am disappointed that my fellow peers 
would attempt to celebrate my heritage with 
such an article. I ask that The Montclarion 
retract this article under the heading of 
“Black History Month” and provide the cam­
pus with an article of substance in honor of 
the many African Americans whose blood, 
sweat and tears stain the very fabric of this 
nation. I am also willing to sit down and 
talk with The Montclarion to offer further 
suggestions and express Otitor concerns.
Damond S. Stubbs
Senior
Sociology
When I read “The Phonics of Ebonics” 
article, I felt disrespected and appalled.
; This article should riot have been the Black 
History month feature. The article gives its 
readers the impression that Ebonics is asso­
ciated with African Americans. As stated in 
the article, Ebonics is far from being consid­
ered cute.
The article also mentioned that Ebonics is 
referred to as African American Vernacular 
English, according to whom? Where is the 
source?: Also the “rules” that were presented
waiiii iiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii . ................ ..... .' h', ....... .  " i
are inaccurate; what research was conduct­
ed?
Furthermore, why would such a nega­
tive topic be your feature for Black History 
month? Do you understand that even though 
Montclair State University is one of the 
most diverse universities in New Jersey; it 
i is still segregated, and racism is still very 
much alive, which is evident by past racial | 
occurrences? Around this time last year, I 
there were five hate crimes that occurred at 
Montclair State University.
I feel as though this article furthers 
the ignorance of students and staff at this 
university. There is a plethora of topics 
that could be featured to show the rich 
culture of the African Diaspora. Personally,
I am not satisfied with the decision of The 
Montclarion to perform such a negative act 
during the celebration of one of this world’s 
richest cultures.
Nisheena Q. Smith .
Senior
Molecular Biology
...w in mi..
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I ’m sick of the tedium! I’m rippin’ out my 
antennae and I’m gettin’ cable installed,”
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ACROSS
1 Type of pear
5 Neutral vowel 
sound
10 Wound locater?
14 Melville novel
15 Braid
16 Was a 
passenger
17 Serving dishes
19 Actor Sharif
20 Tied
21 Teachers’ org.
23 Woods’ org.
24 Unreturnable 
serve
25 Vegetable 
color?
27 Domestic 
worker
30 Standard on the 
links
31 Biddy
32 Beholden
35 Hussein of Iraq
38 Astral
39 Part of ICBM
40 Detection 
device
41 Flipped out
42 As well
43 Cub quarters
44 Writer Oz
45 Maternity 
confinement
48 Once around 
the track
50 One with two 
left feet
51 Actor Brynner
52 Primitive wind 
instrument
56 Melange
58 So they say
60 Hammer part
61 Belle or Bart
62 Butt
63 Newbie
64 Cantankerous
65 Surfeit
DOWN
1 Beer choice
2 Eastern 
sultanate
3 Ehl
4 Gibraltar’s 
neighbor
5 Spending frenzy
6 Earth lump
7 Actor Linden
8 Stadium snack
9 Bewildered
10 Sellout letters
11 Complete 
summary
12 Proverb
13 Played again 
18 & so on & so
forth
22 Struck by shock
25 Tablet
26 Gulf of Mexico 
food fish
27 Not hit
28 First of the pot
29 Spotter
30 Part of mph
33 “Sunday, _  : 
Sunday”
34 Pipe buildup
35 Commandment 
breakage
36 Chorus voice
37 Jumble
39 Stag attendees 
41 Get married
43 Strike out
45 Persuade
46 Bill _  & His 
Comets
47 Fireworks 
explosion
48 Linville or Mize
49 Social insect
52 Left aboard ship
53 Notion
54 Assessor’s map
55 “Jane
57 Lennon’s love 
59 Faux
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Child Care Wanted
Boys, 13 and 16, week­
days and some week­
ends. No smoking, 
drugs or alcohol. De­
pendable transporta­
tion and good driving 
record. No visitors, 
highly organized. 
Transport to and from  
activities, supervise 
homework completion, 
execute daily chores 
and prepare light 
meals. School/profes- 
sor recommendation 
plus two other refer­
ences. Competitive 
salary and gas stipend. 
Call 973-752- 7200.
Part-time child-care: 
Mom in Bloomfield, 
N.J. (Brookdale Park)
The  Montclarion
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looking for respon­
sible college student 
with good driving 
record to pick up 1- 
year-old child from  
day care. Must have 
own transportation.
1 hour on weekdays 
from 4-5 p.m., pays 
$75/week. Starts imme­
diately until Septem­
ber. Contact Kathryn 
at mspackman31@aol. 
com.
For Rent
Furnished rooms for 
summer '08. Good 
rates with most utili­
ties included. A ir and 
cable/internet avail­
able. Available June 
(maybe May) through 
August. Call for info or 
to view: 973-778-1504.
ÇE.T Y  OUI 
.òALELi) CARE.EJ2. 
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TERRITORY SA LES REP
• Entry Level •
Looking for a chance to get into sales in the building industry? 
Recent graduate of a tech school related to engineering or CAD? 
Worked as an intern in lumber yards while going to school?
USP Structural Connectors, a leading U.S. manufacturer of construction hardware, 
has an exciting entry-level position for a Territory Sales Representative in the New York 
State area. Coverage area would include north of NYC, lower and mid-Valley, Monroe, 
Long Island, Albany, Watertown, occasionally Buffalo and Rochester. This is an 
outstanding opportunity to expand your sales experience or to utilize your recent 
college training to launch a successful sales career.
The qualified candidate will possess a Bachelor's degree in Business, Construction 
Management, Marketing or equivalent discipline, along with at least one year of 
experience in the construction industry and/or retail sales in construction related 
hardware. If you have worked as a Merchandiser and have some knowledge and/or 
experience within the construction industry, you may be an ideal candidate. 
Familiarity with blueprints and construction materials is necessary. Valid driver's 
license and good driving record required. Must be able to travel up to 50%. Basic 
computer proficiency in a PC environment needed.
We also offer a full benefits package to include Medical, Dental, Vision, Life, LTD, 
AD&D, 401 (k) w/company match, PTO (vacation, sick, personal days).
Candidates should email resume to
ktestani@uspconnectors.com. Please include K g  U S P  
your salary requirements when submitting H  STRUCTURAL 
your resume. CONNECTORS*
A  GIBRALTAR INDUSTRIES COM PANY / W
This position includes:
company vehicle • laptop • Blackberry • company expenses paid
* Up to $23,724 for college wii ¡serve Montgomery Gl Bill with kicker
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m
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The Psychology of the Super Bowl
Seven Life Lessons Found in the New York Giants' Upset Victory
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D
Department of Exercise Science and Physical 
Education
Super Bowl XLII will always be remem­
bered for the great plays, the heroic players 
and the dramatic ending. But I believe that 
this game will always be remembered for 
more than that.
For my course in sport psychology, I 
constantly look for opportunities to teach 
life lessons to my students that are drawn 
from the world of athletics. The Giants’ 
unforgettable championship season offered 
a treasure chest of these lessons.
Here are seven:
LTtfo not over until ifaora*—the
famous quote attributed to baseball Hall- 
of-Famer Yogi Berra. It would have been 
easy to write off the Giants after they lost 
the first two games of the season. In fact, 
many callers to local sports talk shows said 
that “it was over” when the Giants were 0- 
2. Obviously, the players and coaches didn’t 
believe that. The Giants proved “it’s not how 
you start; it’s how you finish.”
2. “Big platen come up hig in 
faig situations.* Giants quarterback Eli 
Manning gave new meaning to what Ernest 
Hemingway meant when he wrote that 
“courage is grace under pressure.” In other 
words, who is going to step up when the 
pressure is on? Manning did just that. 
Individuals who display this “grace under 
pressure,” whether in sports, school or busi­
ness, are the real heroes.
3. “Tbamwork makes the dream 
v ra k ."  The Giants know the value of the 
word TEAM. This is an acronym that stands
for Together Everyone Achieves More. This is person to become stressed and anxious or, in 
only true if there’s another type of “TEAM” other words, psyched out. The Giants played 
— Total Effort from All Members. Last year, like they were excited, not anxious. The 
it was evident that the players were pulling Giants played like they wanted to win; the 
apart. This year, the Giants pulled together. Patriots played like they had to win. Desire
4. “Be pqyched up, not psyched out.” beats desperation.
Even though the Super Bowl was the most 5. The greater flkB chaDenge, 13)6 
important game of their fives, team members mOTO 13)6 joy in overcoming it." As the 
made it important — but not too important. Giants are basking in the glory of their vic- 
Making something too important causes a tory, let’s not forget that just several weeks
ago, they were preparing to do battle with 
the NFL’s version of Goliath. The Patriots 
were considered the greatest football team of 
afi time. No NFL team was ever 18-0 before. 
Climbing a mountain gives you more of a 
thrill than walking up a hill. The Giants 
climbed Mount Everest! “To be the best, you 
have to beat the best.”
6. “A good team that plays gnat 
will always beat a great team that 
plays good." The best team doesn’t  win 
— the team that plays best does. As they 
say at the track, “The fastest horse doesn’t 
always win the race. The horse that runs the 
fastest does!”
7. "Ton have to believe in yourself 
when DO CD6 else will," said legendary 
world champion boxer Sugar Bay Robinson. 
Until a few weeks ago, Eli Manning and 
Coach Tom Coughlin had been under con­
stant scrutiny from the media and the fans 
who thought that the trade for Manning 
was a mistake and that Coughlin should 
be fired. Others may have had their doubts, 
but the Giants’ quarterback and coach never 
stopped believing in themselves. After the 
game, Manning said, “We had no doubts. We 
believed the whole time and made it hap­
pen.” And now they’ve made believers out of 
all of us!
Dr. Rob Gilbert is the author o f How to 
Have Fun Without Failing Out: 430 Tips 
from a College Professor.
Need to get motivated? Call Dr. Gilbert’s 
daily Success Hotline a t (973) 743-4690 
or visit his daily motivational blog at 
GilbertSuccessHotline.blogspot.com
I  V F  of 
North Jersey
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IVF OF NORTH JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN 
THE AGES OF 21-32.
A frican-A m erican donors are IN  DEM AND!!
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $8000.00.
For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303 
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 RT.46 EA ST 146 RT. 17 NORTH
CLIFTO N , N J 07013 H A CK EN SA C K , N J 07601
TELEPHONE (973} 470-0303
FAX (973) 916-0488_____________________
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800-2R eview  • PrincetonReview.com
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Red Hawks Wrestle with Program’s Tragic End
The First Part of a Series on the End of Montclair State's Wrestling Program
Robert Aitken 
Opin ion Editor
In the century-long existence of MSU, 
success has been somewhat of an expecta­
tion. However, what may not be expected is 
where that success has mostly come from.
Montclair State cumulatively has five 
National Championships and over 
250 All-Americans in its history. Two 
of those titles and exactly 100 of the 
All-Americans were in a sport that 
you don’t see in this section anymore 
— wrestling.
MSU wrestling existed for exactly 
50 years and was once known as a 
staple of sports at Montclair State, as 
well as a major name in the Division 
III wrestling scene.
Up until recently, the Red Hawks 
had more wrestling All-Americans 
than any other Division III team.
Coach Steve Strellner decided to 
retire after 30 years with Montclair, 
leaving assistant coach Joe Sabol in 
charge of a highly respected wrestling 
program.
To many members of the team, 
including two-time All-American 
Derrick Goduto, Sabol was “the great­
est coach I ever had.” Goduto would 
be awarded with his first of those two 
All-American honors in 2005.
Around a week prior to the confer­
ence tournament, the team was notified that 
it would be discontinued at the end of the 
season.
When the season came to an end, the 
team refused to go without a fight.
The team rallied the student body in their
favor and raised dose to $100,000 for MSU 
Athletics to keep their program afloat.
After a Board of Trustees meeting in 
April, the team was reinstated and, with 
the money raised, would keep wrestling at 
Montclair for at least a few more years.
The new money in the Athletics budget 
not only saved the program but also made
it financially possible for the head coach to 
take on a full-time position.
Sabol was surprisingly not placed into the 
position immediately but had to interview 
for the spot.
Sabol was named one of the three final­
ists for the job.
After one of the three rejected the position, 
James Torres, an assistant coach from Menlo 
College and alum of Indiana University, was 
hired as head coach.
The hiring of the new coach created lots of 
animosity between Torres and the returning 
wrestlers, according to Goduto.
The dismissal of their coach was con­
sidered a sign of disrespect to the team, 
and virtually defeated the entire purpose of 
reinstating the wrestling program. Without 
Sabol, the team was forced to push on in the 
spirit and will that their former coach helped
to bring them back upon.
After the following season, the team was 
cut once again. This time, the ruling was 
kept final, despite yet another attempted 
rally.
“It put us all in a predicament,” said 
Mark DTUia, who wrestled for MSU in the 
final two years of the program.
DTllia is currently a senior physi­
cal education major at Montclair 
State. “I had to throw in the towel for 
my career ,and start coaching.” 
DTilia is not the only former MSU 
wrestler to lake up coaching. In fact, 
many former Red Hawk wrestlers 
have now switched to the sidelines 
after their careers came to a screech­
ing halt.
Currently, DTSlia is a volunteer 
coach in West Orange. Dennis 
McSweeney, who wrestled in the 
2004-05 season, works as a high 
school coach.
Perhaps the worst part of this 
situation is the lost reputation of the 
program.
“When people see that I was an 
All-American, they ask where I’m 
from,” said Goduto, who transferred 
to Montclair from Rider, a Division I 
school. “When I tell them Montclair 
State, they ask, “Montclair has a 
wrestling team?’ ”
Now, all that remains from 
Montclair State wrestling are the two NCAA 
Division HI National Championship banners 
currently hanging in Panzer Gymnasium 
and too many unanswered questions.
Coming next week: an interview with 
former M SU wrestling coach Joe Sabol.
courtesy of Sports Information
The 2005-2006 Montclair State Wrestling team (above) was the final wrestling team in school history. Derrick Goduto 
(middle row, second from right) was the final Red Hawk to be named an All-American, earning the honor in 2006.
Thursday, February 21, 9pm ■ ???
Com e enjoy Independent cinema! This view ing-party 
Is for the release o f "THE WORST HORROR M OVIE EVER 
M ADE" (the d irector nam ed the movie).
This m ovie takes advantage o f the freedom  that an Indie 
d irector has ■ he/she doesn't have to fo llow  the rules o f 
the mainstream. Com e check out a m ovie that intentlna lly 
crossed EVERY boundary Imaginable) But It Is NOT blind 
rebellion - it also pushes CREATIVITY as far as it can go.
Com© early to meet the cast, If you are interested in acting, bring 
your resume (yes, for paid roles), Magazine editors, TVinoustry types, 
actors, producers, and directors will be present as well,
CLASH BAR 39 Harding Ave.
Clifton (10 minutes away from Campua)
It’s  right off Main Ave. 973-772-6149
FREE ADMISSION - First SO people get 
a DVD! 18 to entar. Bring Friands!
B ill Z e b u b  lia s  had h is m o v ies  show n at*  
the H O LLY W O O D  film  fe stiv a l, FA N TA SIA  
Film  Fe stiva l, C in e m a  W aste lan d , e tc . |  
and h as  a ch ie v e d  w o rld w id e  distribution^
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Montclair State’s Personal Superfan
Sophomore Dan Erhardt Brings New Meaning to the Term "School Spirit"
courtesy of L iz Co llin s
The Red Hawks' resident superfan, Dan Erhardt, holds one of his favorite taunting weapons, the Dr. 
Seuss classic Fox in Socks. The book came in handy when MSU hockey played the Marist Foxes.
Jackie Zygadlo 
Assistant News Editor
Anyone who has ever gone to an MSU 
hockey game has seen Montclair State’s very 
own Superfan, Dan Erhardt, in action, wav­
ing a pair of gym socks and yelling “Whose 
Socks Are These?” (a play on “sucks,” since 
swearing is not allowed at the games) at the 
opposing team, among other things.
Erhardt, a sophomore family studies 
major with certification in teacher’s edu­
cation, is also on the executive board of 
RecBoard and is a professional wiffle ball 
player who has traveled all over the country 
to compete.
Erhardt, a Rangers fan, played hockey 
when he was 12, then played roller hockey 
and watched the games at his high school, 
St. Joseph’s in Metuchen.
Being passionate about sports is some­
thing he likes and enjoys. “I’m loud and 
obnoxious at every sport, even girls’ basket­
ball,” he said.
He yells at the opposing team for the 
simple reason that we are wearing red 
(or occasionally black, like at the team’s 
home game last Friday against University of 
Connecticut), and they are not.
As a superfan, Erhardt has surely gotten 
a range of reactions and has done some crazy 
things at the games, including reading aloud 
from Fox in Socks by Dr. Seuss at the Marist
game (3-2).
“At the NYU game, NYU tried to dis­
qualify us for being too loud. Being loud gets 
the fans excited,” said Erhardt.
Erhardt’s favorite sport to be a superfan 
for is MSUs Club Hockey. “It’s a club team. 
They put the same, if not more, effort into 
playing.”
He has promised the Lacrosse team he 
would be their superfan. At the Men’s Soccer 
games, he is again a superfan and would to 
try it for baseball, if possible.
Erhardt knew he crossed over from fan to 
superfan when the hockey team approached 
him.
Montclair State hockey’s head coach, Lee 
Elias, invited him to the locker room to pump 
the guys up. “Being a superfan enables more 
confidence for the players and more energy 
for them and the fans.”
As for being known as MSUs “Superfan,” 
“It’s weird,” Erhardt said. “I’m getting used 
to it since it got crazier this year.”
His advice on how to become a superfan? 
“It’s having blatant disregard for everyone 
sitting around you, blatant disregard for 
the opposing team and blatant disregard for 
your larynx.”
Erhardt sees himself playing the unique 
role of Montclair State superfan until he 
graduates. “Some point in the next two-and- 
a-half years, I could pass the torch on to 
some padawan superfan,” said Erhardt.
JOIN
THE
MOMCIAMON 
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J a m e s  W i l l i a m s
G u a r d  - M e n ’s  B a s k e t b a l l
W i l l i a m s  s c o r e d  1 6  p o i n t s  i n  M S U ’s  
6 9 - 6 1  VICTORY OVER WI LLIAM PATERSON  
l a s t  W e d n e s d a y .
J e s s i c a  G a r r a b r a n t  
G u a r d  - W o m e n ’s  B a s k e t b a l l
T h e  s e n io r  s c o r e d  2 2  p o in t s  a n d  
EIGHT REBOUNDS IN M S U ’S OVERTIME 
VICTORY OVER STEVENS.
J o h n  B y r n e
G u a r d  - Me n ’s  B a s k e t b a l l
B y r n e  s c o r e d  14  p o i n t s , h e l p in g  
M SU  d e f e a t  W illiam  Pa t e r s o n  6 9  
6 1 .
Since 2000, how m any tim es has M en’s Lacrosse 
reached the EC AC Cham pionship Game?
Last Week’s Answer:
M en’s Basketball has won seven NJAC Championships since 
the program started in 1928.
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2/22 @ Metropolitan Championships, 1 p.m.
Last Week
2/13 MSU 69, Wilham Paterson 61
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Red Hawks Defeat Ducks in
The Montclarion
PORTS Montclair State’s Personal Superfan P.26
The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
Clutch Performance from Cristino Pushes Women's Basketball Ahead of Stevens, 77-74
Jake Del Mauro 
Staff W riter
Jessica Garrabrant led all 
scorers with 22 points and added 
eight rebounds while teammate 
Catherine Cristino came through 
in overtime to help lead the Red 
Hawks past the D3hoops.com 
fourth-ranked Stevens Institute 
77-74. A crowd of 455 in Panzer 
Gym watched a great game that 
saw 14 ties throughout.
For most of the first half, the 
teams were neck-and-neck with 
each other, with the largest lead in 
the first 13 minutes being six.
However, from there, the rest 
of the first half went to Montclair. 
MSU went on a 19-6 run, which 
was capped off by a jumper from 
Garrabrant with 13 seconds left in 
the half, giving the home team a 
38-35 lead.
In that span, six different Red 
Hawks scored, with all four of their 
first half threes coming in a seven- 
minute run.
The bench was important .as 
well, with MSU outscoring Stevens’ 
bench in the first half 22-10, with
some key players being Jamilee 
Pflug, Kisandra Ayanbeku and 
Jackie Berry, all scoring in that 
drive. .
However, as they used to say on 
SportsCenter, “Second half: differ­
ent half different story.”
With Montclair outscoring 
Stevens in the first half the tables 
were turned in the second as the 
Ducks jumped out to a 17-2 run, 
led by Brittney Fuller, who had 
nine points in the drive, all coming 
on three pointers.
After that, the game remained 
close, with eight lead changes, nine 
ties and no team getting ahead by 
more than five. With 1:49 remain­
ing, after a Jackie Berry layup, the 
score was 61-59 Stevens.
After a turnover and a foul, 
Cristino had a chance to tie the 
game from the foul line. She did; 
however, Stevens once more took 
the lead. Again, though, Cristino 
tied it from the stripe.
Stevens’ Dani Dudek then drove 
for a layup with 31 seconds left to 
give Stevens a 64-62 lead.
After Cristino’s two foul shots 
went in with 15 seconds left, the
game went into overtime.
The free throws were huge for
courtesy of Sports Information 
Catherine Cristino made two free 
throws with 15 seconds left in regu­
lation to force Friday's game against 
Stevens into overtime.
Cristino, who had a rough first 
half going 0-3 and only playing for 
seven minutes.
However, at halftime, she made 
the adjustments and came out in 
the second to score all her points 
from the line. “At halftime, my 
coach took me aside and just basi­
cally said, “forget the first half and 
start from scratch,’ and I knew I 
needed to step up for the team,” 
said Cristino.
Besides Cristino’s free throws 
at the end, the team went 11-14 
from the line in the second half a 
key reason why they held on to tie 
the game with Cristino going 6-8, 
Marianne McGovern going 4-4 and 
Jackie Berry going 1-2.
“We do free throws every single 
practice, and we usually run for the 
ones we miss, so our coach takes 
them very seriously,” said Cristino.
Garrabrant echoed that by say­
ing, “We have to make 90 percent; 
if we don’t, we will run.”
In overtime, both Cristino and 
Garrabrant came up again, scoring 
all of the team’s points in overtime, 
with Cristino scoring eight, hit­
ting two threes and grabbing two. 
rebounds, while Garrabrant had 
five points, three coming from the 
line, with the last one making the
score 77-74 with four seconds left; 
it would remain as such to make it 
the final.
Said Garrabrant, “Stevens was 
a very good team with a record of 
19-3, and we beat them because we 
played together as a team both on 
offense and defense.”
Clemens Jersey Removed from Berra Museum
Alleged Steroid Controversy Took Away from "Return to G lory" Exhibit
Bobby Melok 
Sports Editor
The controversy surrounding 
former New York Yankees pitch­
er Roger Clemens’ alleged use of 
performance-enhancing drugs 
has made waves across the coun­
try, especially at Montclair State 
University.
At the Yogi Berra Museum and 
Learning Center, a game-issued 
jersey on loan from the Yankees 
bearing Clemens’ number 22 was 
removed from the nearly four-year 
old “Return to Glory” exhibit last 
week. The exhibit is a celebra­
tion of the Yankee teams that won 
four World Series championships 
between 1996 and 2000. Clemens 
was a part of the teams that won 
the 1999 and 2000 titles.
The jersey was on display in 
a glass case alongside jerseys of 
Yankees teammates Derek Jeter 
and Mariano Rivera, as well as 
World Series trophies for three 
of the four championships, among 
other objects.
“We would observe people walk­
ing by, looking quizzically [at the 
exhibit],” said Art Berke, chief
operating officer of the museum. 
“We felt we should take the contro­
versy out of it.”
The decision to remove the 
jersey was made by the staff of 
the museum, but both Berke and 
museum director David Kaplan felt 
it was important to have the bless­
ing and approval of Yogi Berra. 
“His name is on the museum,” said 
Berke. After receiving approval 
from the Hall of Fame catcher, 
the jersey was removed from the 
exhibit.
Berke feels that the exhibit was 
not the proper forum to address 
the issue of performance-enhanc­
ing drugs in sports.
The museum sponsors and 
hosts ongoing education programs 
on performance-enhancing drugs 
and other sports-related topics for 
schools across the state. The muse­
um was also host to some of the 
forums that led to the law passed 
allowing for steroid testing in high 
school athletics.
Clemens’ jersey will eventually 
be returned to the Yankees. The 
rest of the exhibit, however, will 
remain on display. “It’s not missing 
any vital components,” said Berke.
Bobby Melok | The Montclarion
A Yankees jersey bearing Roger Clemens' number 22 was removed from the "Return to Glory" exhibit (above) at the Yogi 
Berra Museum and Learning Center last week, due to the controversy surrounding the pitcher's alleged use of steroids.
